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Abstract 
Ecosystems can provide many services. Wetlands, for example, can help mitigate water 
pollution from point sources as well as non-point sources, serve as habitat for wildlife, sequester 
carbon and serve as a place for recreation. Studies have found that these services can have 
substantial value to society. The sale of ecosystem credits has been found to be a possible way to 
finance construction investments in wetlands and easements to farmers to take their land out of 
production. At the same time, selling one ecosystem service credit may not always be enough to 
justify the investment. Traditionally market participants have only been allowed to sell a single 
credit from one piece of land, but recently there have been discussions about the possibility of 
selling more than one credit from a piece of land because it potentially could lead to more 
efficient ecosystem service provision. Selling multiple credits is sometimes referred to as credit 
stacking.    
This paper is an empirical study of the potential for credit stacking applied to the services 
provided by wetlands in the Upper Mississippi River Basin, specifically nitrogen, phosphorus 
and wildlife credits. In the setting of our study where costs are discrete rather than continuous we 
found that wetlands are a cost-effective way to reduce the nitrogen loads from wastewater 
treatment plants and that stacking nitrogen, phosphorus and wildlife credits may improve social 
welfare while leading to a higher level of ecosystem services. However, for credit stacking to be 
welfare improving we found that there needs to be a substantial demand for the credit that covers 
the majority of the investment in wetlands, while the credit aggregator has a choice between 
what ecosystem projects to undertake. If the credit that covers the majority of investment is sold 
first and is the sole basis of the investment decision and the objective is to improve welfare, a 
sequential implementation of ecosystem credits is not recommended; it would not lead to an 
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increase in the total amount of ecosystem services provided though it would increase profit for 
the credit producer.  
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Introduction 
Wetlands are an important source of a wide range of ecosystem services and have long been 
considered an effective method to reduce nitrogen loads from the Upper Mississippi River Basin 
to the Gulf of Mexico (Crumpton et al. 2008, Doering 2002). Such reduction would be beneficial 
because hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico is largely caused by nutrient pollution (Crumpton et al. 
2008). Unfortunately, landowners and land managers have weak incentives to retire agricultural 
land and construct wetlands because of limited regulation of non-point source pollution (NPS) 
and because the private benefits generated by wetlands may not justify a large investment in the 
construction of wetlands and the associated loss in agricultural production.  
Nutrient trading between low-cost NPS, and high-cost point sources (PS) such as wastewater 
treatment plants has been suggested as a possible source of funds for wetlands (Hey et al. 2005). 
However, limiting trade to one benefit (e.g. nitrogen) ignores the many other highly valued 
services that wetlands produce, such as phosphorus removal (Kovacic et al. 2006), carbon 
sequestration (Hansen 2009), and wildlife and recreational benefits (Woodward and Wui 2001), 
which can lead to an underprovision of wetlands.  
When the value of any one of these services alone is not great enough to make an ecosystem 
project economically viable, the project will not be undertaken and none of the services will be 
provided. However, if it were possible to sell as many credit as ecosystem services types that a 
project generates from the same activity (and same piece of land), the project might become 
economically feasible and make it worthwhile to construct a new wetland (Hansen 2009). This is 
often referred to as “credit stacking”, “double dipping” or the “multiple markets approach” 
(Woodward 2011), but for the purposes of this paper, we will refer to it as credit stacking. As 
rational as it may sound to sell all assets produced, a credit stacking approach is sometimes in 
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direct conflict with the rules of certain environmental credit markets which require that services 
sold as environmental credits need to be additional to what would have been provided anyway. 
This is known as the principle of additionality. Similar problems are seen in other ecosystem 
markets, e.g. forests that provide biodiversity, recreation and carbon sequestration services.  
Furthermore, because of imperfect information about future environmental problems and 
imperfect policy processes, environmental and resource markets are seldom put in place in a 
coordinated fashion. Different policies that directly or indirectly secure and restore wetlands are 
“the no wetland loss policy”, the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP) and Total Maximum Daily 
Load (TMDLs) for waste water treatment plants and farmers, none of which are coordinated with 
any of the others. Lack of coordination between these policies can have important implications 
for what decisions landowners and polluters make to comply with a policy and may lead to 
suboptimal decisions, compared to the situation where policies are coordinated in time.  
This is an empirical study of the economics of constructed wetlands’ ability to provide 
ecosystem services in the Upper Mississippi River Basin. The work draws on various disciplines 
including hydrology, conservation science, and environmental economics. First this paper 
provides an example of how to estimate the opportunity cost of forgone agricultural production 
and the nutrient removal cost from wetlands in a tiled drained agricultural watershed. 
Furthermore, this paper also compares the differences in total cost of meeting a nitrogen 
reduction requirement by constructing wetlands, and the amount of ancillary benefits generated 
when credit stacking is allowed versus when it is banned in the case of a discrete decision 
whether to implement a wetland or not.  Lastly, we will examine the ecological and economic 
implications of trading policies that are uncoordinated in time.  
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This research has several major findings. Wetlands are a cost-effective way to mitigate 
nitrogen pollution from wastewater treatment plants. Stacking credits may improve social 
welfare while providing more ecosystem services, if there is a substantial demand for the credit 
that covers the majority of the cost of installing the wetland and the market of the primary credit 
is not exhausted. If the primary credit is sold first and secondary credits at a later point in time no 
additional benefits will be generated but the farmer producing the credits will earn a higher 
profit.   
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Related Literature 
Water Quality Trading 
Economists have for decades argued that there can be benefits from emission permits trading 
(e.g. Baumol and Oates 1988) and more recent studies have confirmed that permit trading can 
result in improved water quality at lower costs than other regulations (Faeth 2000). The cost 
savings associated with trading are mostly due to lower marginal abatement costs for nonpoint 
sources (NPS) than for point sources (PS) (Butt and Brown 2000, Shapman and Stephenson 
2007, Stephenson, Norris, and Shabman 1998). Though the first water quality trading initiatives 
were introduced as early as the 1980s (Morgan and Wolverton 2005) it was not until 2003 that 
the United States Environmental Protection Agency introduced a national Water Quality Trading 
Policy (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2003).  
Despite the clear benefits from PS-NPS water quality trading, nutrient reductions from NPS 
are challenging in several ways: 1) emissions from NPS are by nature stochastic and complex to 
observe, 2) NPS reductions/performance can be difficult to measure which can make it hard to 
establish comparable measures of PS and NPS reductions, and 3) NPS reductions can be difficult 
to enforce. In sum, this potentially makes NPS reductions more costly than PS reductions 
(Shortle and Horan 2001).  Stephenson, Norris, and Shabman (1998), however, claim that the 
problems inherent in NPS pollution are not much different from the problems associated with 
wastewater treatment plants that can flow over occasionally in response to unexpected and 
random weather events, and therefore PS can be as costly to abate pollution from as NPS.  
To overcome some of the challenges of water quality trading, three different market types 
have been suggested: 1) an ambient permit system (Morgan, Coggins, and Eidman 2000), 2) a 
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trading ratio system (e.g. Hung and Shaw 2005, Malik, Letson, and Crutchfield 1993), and 3) a 
zonal permit system (Hung and Shaw 2005).  
A trading ratio is an exchange rate for emission reductions between two or more sources of 
pollution (Farrow et al 2005) and many trading programs rely on some kind of trading ratio 
system to adjust for spatial differences and the random elements for emission reductions from 
NPS. Frequently the trading ratio between PS and NPS is fixed above 1 which means that a PS 
credit has to be offset by more than one NPS credit. However, some trading systems evaluate the 
ratio on a case-to-case basis (Morgan and Wolverton 2005). There is no consensus about what 
the “right” trading ratio is; this is a much contested issue in the literature. Recommendations in 
the literature on trading ratios falls into three categories; ratios less than one (Hung and Shaw 
2005), ratios greater than one (Hennessy and Feng 2008; Horan 2001; Horan and Shortle 2005), 
and ambiguous ratios (Farrow et al. 2005; Malik, Letson, and Crutchfield 1993). It can be very 
information intensive to develop a trading model with a correct trading ratio as information on 
current emissions, marginal abatement costs, degradation, and damages is needed (Lankoski, 
Lichtenberg, and Ollikainen 2008).  
In addition to the trading ratio, other design features of PS-NPS water quality trading 
programs are important. According to Woodward and Kaiser (2002) the success and failure of a 
program depends on how a program is designed with respect to market structure and liability 
rules. There is no single way to design a program and a market because there can be great 
cultural and physical differences across different trading areas. However, there are four major 
types of water quality trading markets: 1) exchanges, 2) bilateral negotiations, 3) clearing houses 
and 4) sole-source offsets, all of which have different advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, 
it is important to specify clear goals and objectives for a trading program. Well defined liability 
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rules are also important for a trading program to succeed. It is important to know whether it is 
the buyer or the seller of NPS permits that is liable if an offset program fails (Selman 2009, 
Woodward and Kaiser 2002). 
A couple of studies have suggested that the potential areas where it is beneficial to trade are 
few in number because the markets are too “thin”, either because there are too few PS and NPS 
(Roberts et al. 2008), or simply because the transaction costs associated with the permit trading 
are too high (Crutchfield, Letson, and Malik 1994). The presence of “thin markets” has been 
confirmed in several real permit-trading systems in which the number of trades has been few 
(Morgan and Wolverton 2005). Thin markets are not necessarily always unsuccessful, however, 
because, as described by Woodward (2003), one single trade can be so valuable and result in 
such great savings that it outweighs the implementation costs of the permit system. Crutchfield, 
Letson, and Malik (1994) established three criteria for markets where water quality trading will 
be successful. One criteria is that there have to be significant PS and NPS loads. A second 
criteria is that few PS of significant size must exist. The third criteria is that it should be feasible 
to reduce pollution from NPS.   
One of the most frequent explanations for infrequent trades is high transactions costs 
associated with trading (Stavins 1995). A wide range of activities during the trading process can 
be categorized as transaction costs, including the design and implementation and search for 
trading partners, monitoring, and enforcement of compliance (McCann et al. 2005). Estimates of 
transaction costs from various studies range from 2% to 88 % of total program costs (McCann 
and Easter 1999). A study of a point-nonpoint water quality trading market in Minnesota found 
an increase in total abatement costs of 35% that could be explained by transaction costs (Fang, 
Easter, and Brezonik 2005).   
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Multiple Benefits 
Over the course of the past decade multiple benefits and co-generated benefits have received 
increasing attention in the environmental economics literature. The research on co-generation 
and multiple benefits from conservation can be grouped into three general themes: 1) benefit 
targeting, 2) valuation of multiple benefits and 3) credit stacking of co-generated benefits. 
The literature on targeting of optimal sites for conservation have shown that the criteria used 
to choose sites can have large welfare implications and provide very different outcomes with 
respect to the benefits generated. Babcock et al. (1996 and 1997) studied the Conservation 
Reserve Program and found that the maximum amount of benefits would be achieved if sites 
with the highest benefit-to-cost ratio were selected. Lorenz curves were used to show the large 
variation in the benefits and co-generated benefits achieved. Zhao, Kurkalova, and Kling (2004) 
focused on optimal targeting of conservation tillage in Iowa for four different environmental 
benefits: carbon sequestration, nitrogen runoff, water and wind erosion. They found that the 
optimal targeting strategy may vary with the budget level. Targeting different ecosystem services 
benefits will also yield different levels and combinations of benefits. Feng et al. (2007) studied 
the co-benefits from carbon sequestration in the Upper Mississippi River Basin and found that if 
the co-benefits are valued by society it would not be efficient to exclusively target carbon.   
Woodward and Wui (2001) showed in a meta-analysis that wetlands provide many and highly 
valued services such as flood control, water quality, bird watching and hunting, and fishing for 
commercial and recreational purposes. While there is a large literature monetizing these values, 
there is only one paper that to our knowledge specifically targets wetlands for multiple services.  
De Laporte, Weersink, and Yang (2010) studied which wetlands in Ontario, Canada should be 
preserved based on either optimal water quality improvements or wildlife habitat provision; it 
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was shown that the choice of sites for preservation involves a trade-off and that the correlation 
between the sites chosen that had two different benefits is weak. Doering (2002) did, however, 
include the additional benefits from recreation, wildlife habitats, commercial and non-use values 
from wetlands in a study on cost-effective measures to deal with nitrogen pollution in the Gulf of 
Mexico.  
To date, not much has been written about the welfare implications of credit stacking. But 
Horan, Shortle, and Abler (2004) addressed a somewhat similar question: should farmers be 
allowed to trade agri-environmental credits and receive agricultural subsidies to improve 
environmental quality? The study looked at point-nonpoint trading schemes in combination with 
input-based policies in a setting with continuous cost and benefit functions. If the input-based 
subsidies are well targeted, allowing farmers to trade environmental credits will improve 
efficiency. Coordination of the programs will only achieve efficiency gains if the combination of 
the payments from the two programs will influence the landowners’ decisions on the last unit of 
pollution cleaned up.  
Recently Woodward (2011) developed a theoretical framework to analyze if selling more than 
one credit simultaneously is optimal. Under some specific conditions, including that cost and 
benefit functions to be continuous and differentiable, he found that selling credits for multiple 
markets would be optimal if the emission levels for all pollutants (ecosystem services) are set at 
the optimal level (something he characterizes as highly unlikely). In general, policy makers are 
advised to consider complementarities in the production of benefits. A particular question 
Woodward raises is how a sequential implementation of different policies will affect the net 
benefits of allowing credit stacking.  
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Background 
This study was conducted in the part of Big Bureau Creek Watershed that lies within Bureau 
County, Illinois (figure 1). The study area was chosen because it is representative of rural areas 
in the Midwest with a low population density (40.9 persons per square mile) (U.S. Department of 
Commerce 2000) and a high dependence on agriculture. The largest town in the county is 
Princeton with a population of 7,641. Other than Princeton only 4 towns had a population greater 
than 1,000 according to the 2009 Census estimates. Agriculture dominates the landscape and 
about 85% of the county is used for farming; 72 % of the harvested area is used to grow corn, 
and soybeans are grown on 25 % of the harvested area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2009).  
There are 15 sewage or wastewater treatment facilities in the county. Princeton’s wastewater 
treatment plant (IL0020575) is the largest treatment facility in the county and the only one that 
falls into the category of major facilities. The remaining 14 facilities are all minor facilities 
serving smaller communities (table 1).  
Like many other Midwestern areas, the water in Bureau County is of questionable quality. In 
2003 a working group was established in the Big Bureau Creek Watershed to make a thorough 
assessment of the environmental quality of the watershed. This work resulted in the 2006 report, 
Big Bureau Creek Watershed Inventory and Evaluation (Illinois Department of Natural 
Resources 2006). The report pointed at a number of critical issues where pollution from human 
activities in the watershed is a cause for concern, including emissions of fecal coliform bacteria, 
nitrogen, and phosphorous, flood frequencies, erosion and sediment transportation, and poor 
riparian quality. Many of these problems originate from agriculture, but industrial and urban 
activities also add to the problems. The report gave a number of recommendations on how to 
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reduce the impact of agriculture on water quality, including restoring and constructing hundreds 
of acres of wetlands in the watershed.  
Currently NPS nutrient emission from agriculture is unregulated, though there are a number 
of federal programs that provides funding to prevent NPS, e.g. the Clean Water Act Section 319. 
PS in Illinois are regulated by title 35 of the Illinois Administrative Code (Subtitle C, Chapter I, 
part 304), but only covers total ammonia nitrogen and not total nitrogen which is the sum of 
organic nitrogen, ammonia, nitrate and nitrite. Phosphorus emissions from wastewater treatment 
plants are only regulated for plants that are narrowly specified with respect to the size of the 
plant and the hydrology of the tributary.  
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Methods 
Trading Model 
We constructed a simple trading model for the purpose of comparing ecosystem credit trading 
in a market where credit stacking was allowed with a market where it was banned. This same 
model was used to analyze the economic consequences of an uncoordinated implementation of 
multiple ecosystem credit markets. Three ecosystem services generated from constructed 
wetlands can be traded in our model: 1) total nitrogen, 2) total phosphorus and 3) wildlife 
habitat.  
Trading markets are commonly analyzed by economists by equalizing marginal abatement 
costs for all pollution or offset sources. That approach does not work well in this setting. Because 
wetland sizes are governed by some specific design parameters such as the optimal depth, 
concentration of nutrients in inflow and landscape characteristics (Kadlec and Wallace 2008) 
their ability to remove nutrients cannot easily be scaled. Also, there are high upfront costs 
associated with upgrades of wastewater treatment plants and construction of wetlands and it is 
recommended that easement periods be longer if the benefits mature over time (Ando and Chen 
2011). In sum, the investment in wetlands or wastewater treatment plants can only be justified if 
it is seen as a long-term investment. Agents, therefore make discrete decisions whether to 
construct a wetland or upgrade a wastewater treatment plant rather than continuous decisions 
about how much nutrients each wetland or wastewater treatment plant should remove. For these 
reasons it is appropriate to analyze the total cost of nutrient reductions from the different 
wetlands and wastewater treatment plants rather than the marginal abatement costs.  
We lacked information on damages from nutrient pollution and were therefore unable to 
calculate trading ratios to account for the uncertainty and spatial heterogeneity in damages and 
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benefits generated by the wetlands in different locations in the watershed. Instead, we assume 
credits are traded on a one to one basis. 
The demand for nitrate and phosphorus credits comes from wastewater treatment plants that 
face higher costs removing nutrients than the costs farmers face from installing wetlands to 
remove nutrients. A wastewater treatment plant was allowed to buy nitrogen credits from other 
treatment plants as well as from wetlands. Though we did not use an explicit production function 
for wildlife benefits, we can reasonably assume that acres converted from agriculture to wetlands 
will improve the conditions for wildlife in the area. Conservation groups as well as governmental 
agencies are potential buyers of wildlife credits. Phosphorus and wildlife benefits per acre were 
assumed to be homogeneous across the study area and only differed in magnitude across 
wetlands with variation in wetland size. We assumed unlimited demand for both services. 
Nitrogen, wildlife and phosphorus benefits are complements as in Woodward (2011), i.e. 
installing a wetland to remove nitrogen will also reduce phosphorus and deliver wildlife benefits. 
The degree of complementarity depends on the heterogeneity of wetlands’ nitrogen removal 
efficiency. The market price of phosphorus credits was assumed to be equal to the cost to the 
most cost-effective wastewater treatment plant of removing one kilogram of phosphorus.  
A credit market is most useful when there is variation in the costs of providing the ecosystem 
services or removing the nutrients. In this empirical example, there is spatial heterogeneity in 
both construction and easement costs for the wetlands and in the wetlands’ ability to remove 
nitrate.  
We assumed a 20 year lifetime for both wetland easements and wastewater treatment plants 
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2008); and use a 5 % discount rate. We also assume 0 % 
inflation for inputs into a wastewater treatment plant’s removal process and easement payments 
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for the wetlands. The spatial and seasonal distribution of the nutrient loads was not taken into 
consideration because there were no data available on such things, but over a 20 year period the 
nitrogen reductions specified for each policy is satisfied. This is a crude assumption that may or 
may not lead to the optimal pollution level at all locations at all times. For total nitrogen loads 
this is not a critical assumption because the problem of hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico is non-
local in nature. Phosphorus, on the contrary, is a local and very seasonally sensitive pollutant. 
Environmental markets are commonly designed with an aggregator working as a middleman 
between the credit producer (in this case the farmer) and the credit buyer (the wastewater 
treatment plant). Some examples are the Delta Institute (2011) that aggregates carbon credits and 
the Environmental Banc and Exchange (2011) that sells wetland credits.  For the purposes of this 
paper we assumed one aggregator who facilitates all credits sales. To account for transaction 
costs we assumed a 35 % addition to the abatement costs of nitrogen from the wetlands. In our 
primary scenarios, we assumed the aggregator would minimize the total cost of meeting the 
standard by constructing wetlands, a problem that can be described by this system of equations   
             
 
   
                                                                   
         
 
   
                                                                         
                                                                                              
where ci represents the total cost of constructing and running wetland or wastewater treatment 
plant i for a period of 20 years, ni is the amount of nitrate removed by wetland or wastewater 
treatment plant i over the 20 year period, and xi is the binary decision variable. When only 
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nitrogen credits are sold, the market clears when the nitrogen constraint is satisfied (equation 2). 
The total cost is equal to the cost of installing the wetlands that satisfy the constraint.  
When nitrogen credits was sold first and wildlife credits afterwards, we assumed the market 
still clears at the cost minimizing solution for the cost of installing the wetlands that satisfied the 
nitrogen constraint. The payment to the farmers for this scenario differed from the other 
scenarios; in this scenario the payment to the farmers was the sum of the wetland installation cost 
and the value of the wildlife credits. 
When nitrogen credits are sold simultaneously with either phosphorus or wildlife credits (or 
with both the ancillary credits), the value of wetland i’s ancillary benefits was first subtracted 
from the cost of the wetland (ci), and the cost minimization was then solved with the new cost 
matrix. The procedure implicitly puts a greater weight on larger wetlands and a negative weight 
on wastewater treatment plants which do not provide any ancillary benefits. For the markets 
where credit stacking was allowed the market cleared at the cost minimizing solution that 
satisfied the nutrient constraint.  
We ran the model for a number of scenarios in which the total reductions required of the 
wastewater treatment plants and wetlands varied, the easement costs varied and the wetlands 
removal potential varied. For all market scenarios we calculated both the total cost of installing 
the wetlands that satisfied the nitrogen constraint and the total transfer between the credit 
aggregator and the credit buyers. We compared the total cost of meeting the standards when 
trading was allowed with the total cost of meeting the standard for the wastewater treatment 
plants.  In addition to total cost, the quantity of the ancillary benefits generated from the wetlands 
was estimated, e.g. if a wastewater treatment plant needed to construct a 10 hectare wetland to 
mitigate  nitrogen emissions, we estimated how much total phosphorus the 10 hectares would 
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mitigate. To test if the benefits from credit stacking are different in an area with a larger 
population and therefore greater nitrogen emissions compared to a rural setting such as the Big 
Bureau Creek Watershed we designed the model so that it could scale up the demand for nitrate 
credits by adding more and bigger wastewater treatment plants. 
The following sections explain how the cost of constructing a wetland and its ability to 
remove nutrients is estimated and how the costs of nitrogen and phosphorus removal from 
wastewater treatment plants are estimated. 
Estimating Abatement Costs for Wetlands  
Though several studies have found constructed wetlands to be attractive and comparatively 
cheap as compared to traditional wastewater technologies (e.g. Byström 2000), there are still 
significant costs associated with the planning, land acquisition or land rent, and construction of 
the wetlands. The operations and maintenance costs are generally very limited for gravity driven 
wetlands (Kadlec and Wallace 2008).  However, if detailed monitoring information is also 
required, the costs of nutrient abatement from wetlands will increase. 
Byström (1998) suggests that total construction cost of wetlands (which includes both actual 
construction cost and the opportunity cost of land) is a linear function of the size of the wetland. 
In addition to the size of the wetland Söderqvist (2002) includes variables on other inputs of the 
construction costs, i.e. mass that is excavated from wetland sites, costs for pipes, drums and other 
installations, in order to get a more complete model from which to predict construction costs for 
wetlands.  
For this analysis we separated the wetland costs into two categories: the construction cost and 
the cost of the easement. We have data on construction and design cost for 20 constructed 
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wetlands in Iowa (table 2). To estimate the average construction cost of a wetland of a given 
size, we used a simple linear regression model with size (in acres) as the explanatory variable; 
                                                                            
where total construction cost is the cost of both engineering and construction cost of a wetland of 
a specific size. The data for this simple linear regression can be found in table 2, the data is 
described in the data section on wetland identification, nutrient removal and construction cost, 
and the regression results can be found table 3.   
The easement cost depends on farmers’ willingness to accept to take land out of production. 
To estimate that, we performed a hedonic analysis using real land sales values from the study 
area. Hedonic analysis is a frequently used method to estimate the value of environmental 
amenities in urban as well as rural areas (Huang et al. 2006, Larkin, Alavalapati, and Shrestha 
2005, Madison 2000, Mashour et al. 2005, Miranowski and Hammes 1984, Shultz and Taff 
2004). Several papers have used hedonic analysis to study the impact of different exogenously 
determined determinants of agricultural land values (Huang et al. 2006, Palmquist and Danielson 
1989). Most studies confirm that a proxy of soil quality is a very important and significant driver 
of agricultural land values. Therefore, different variations of soil rating systems are frequently 
used as an explanatory variable in hedonic studies, e.g. county based Soil Productivity Ratings 
(Huang et al. 2006), discrete quality variables (Maddison 2000, Palmquist and Danielson 1989), 
or PH, top soil depth and an erosivity measure (Miranowski and Hammes 1984). Other 
morepermanent factor inputs that are used as independent variables in the literature are drainage 
of fields (Palmquist and Danielson 1989, Xu, Mittelhammer, and Barkley 1993), parcel size 
(Shultz and Taff 2004, and Xu et al. 1993), and physical farm improvements such as building 
size (Xu, Mittelhammer, and Barkley 1993). Because it cannot be expected that all sales happen 
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at the same point in time, it can sometimes be necessary to adjust for time either with a dummy 
variable (Mashour et al. 2005), the Consumer Price Index (Huang et al. 2006) or a time trend 
(Bastian et al. 2002, Shultz and Taff 2004, Xu, Mittelhammer, and Barkley 1993).  
There also seems to be consensus in the literature that price per acre is the preferred 
dependent variable (e.g. Huang et al. 2006, Palmquist and Danielson 1989, Xu, Mittelhammer, 
and Barkley 1993) as it can reduce problems with heteroscedasticity (Maddison 2009). 
Additional methods to reduce the presence of heteroscedasticity involve assuring that the model 
is correctly specified and that outliers have been removed (too high or low sales prices) (Gujarati 
2003).  
The literature does not provide much insight into the right functional form. Often a goodness 
of fit measure (Bastian et al. 2002) or the Box-Cox approach (Larkin, Alavalapati, and Shrestha 
2005) is used to choose the most appropriate functional form. Simple linear models are the form 
most commonly used (Bastian et al. 2002, Mashour et al. 2005, Miranowski and Hammes 1984), 
but sometimes semi-logarithmic functions are used (Maddison 2000, Palmquist and Danielson 
1989). Cropper, Deck, and McConnell (1988) suggests that linear and quadratic versions of the 
Box-Cox functions perform better when all housing characteristics are included, while the linear 
Box-Cox transformation is preferred if variables are omitted. Xu, Mittelhammer, and Barkley 
(1993) argues that parsimonious models can provide adequate estimates of land values.  
Our model contained variables that captured soil productivity, development pressure, land-
use, drainage conditions, the size of a house on a parcel (homesite) and the parcel sizes. To 
control for the yearly variation in the sales prices, we implemented a spline with knots in the 
farm-bill years 1990, 1996, 2002 and 2008. The variables are described in the data section.  
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The annual easement cost, i.e. the cost of taking one acre of agricultural land out of 
production for one year, was estimated from the results of the hedonic analysis using equation 
(5)
1
 
                  
      
   
 
  
                                                                 
where the price of the ith section is the predicted price of an acre of land in section i, and r is the 
discount rate. To find the total easement cost over a 20 year period for one acre in section i we 
calculated the net present value of the annual easement using equation (6): N was 20 and the 
discount rate was the same as used in equation (5). It is important to note that the annual 
easement payment is constant over time.          
                     
   
      
  
   
                                                     
Abatement costs for wastewater treatment plants 
There is a wide literature on construction, operation and management costs (O&M) for 
wastewater treatment plants. Despite the fact that not all papers use the same functional form for 
the cost functions, nor the same treatment systems or similar data, there seems to be consensus 
that wastewater treatment plants by and large shows economies of scale (e.g. Fraas and Munley 
1984, Fraqurlli and Giandrone 2003, Friedler and Pisanty 2006). This conclusion also holds if 
the system being studied is the entire wastewater treatment system which also includes pumping, 
treatment and sewage (Hanke and Wentworth 1981, Getzner 2008). Some of the variables that 
have been used to explain the O&M cost are flow (Fraas and Munley 1984), the influent and 
                                                 
1 Alternative methods to estimate CRP rental rates are can be found in Khanna et al (2003) that estimated net returns 
from yields and cash prices. Babcook et al. (1996) used actual observed CRP rental rates.  
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effluent concentration of the pollutant (Fraas and Munley 1984), capacity utilization (Fraas and 
Munley 1984), population (Fraqurlli and Giandrone 2003, Getzner 2008), plant size (Fraqurlli 
and Giandrone 2003) and the prices of the inputs to the treatment process (Fraqurlli and 
Giandrone 2003). In general, there seems to be a correlation between the size of the plant and the 
treatment level; a study by Friedler and Pisanty (2006) finds that higher treatment levels will 
reduce the effect of economies of scale. In general cost can be expected to increase significantly 
at higher treatment levels (Fraas and Munley 1984).  Schwarz and McConnell (1993) found that 
a plant operates at lower marginal cost close to capacity, and thus there does not seem to be 
advantages for operators to overbuild with state or federal subsidies. Not all papers explicitly 
name the WWTP technology; however, the studies that do identify technology tend to claim that 
activated sludge is the most common technology (Fraas and Munley 1984, Friedler and Pisanty 
2006). 
Some papers have also used a hedonic approach to estimate removal cost functions. Recently 
Sado, Boisvert, and Poe (2010) used data from for wastewater treatment plants in Chesapeake 
Bay (Chesapeake Bay Program 2002) to estimate cost functions for O&M cost and the 
investment costs associated with phosphorus removal. Their model only included as explanatory 
variables final phosphorus concentration (effluent), the daily flow in million gallons, and 
whether the treatment plant uses biological or chemical treatment. They found that there were 
economies of scale with respect to O&M cost, that cost is increasing with cleanup level, and that 
larger plants had higher construction cost (Sado, Boisvert, and Poe 2010).  McConnell, 
Cumberland, and Gordon (1988) specified discrete total cost functions for waste water treatment 
plants, and therefore the cost function displayed intervals with increasing MC and intervals with 
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decreasing MC. They argued that marginal cost functions are not necessarily continuously 
concave and in reality may in fact be “lumpy”.  
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Data 
Because the analysis in this study consists of several subcomponents, we collected data from a 
number of data sources. The different data sources did not have any geographical unit in 
common, nor were they on the same geographical scale. Therefore, we aggregated and 
georeferenced all data to the same geographical unit.  The Public Land Survey System (PLSS), 
which is a grid that subdivides much of the United States into one mile by one mile squares, was 
used as the common geographical source (National Atlas). Each square (denoted as a section) 
represents one unit of observation. We calculated the coordinates of the center of each section 
using Arc Map and used these coordinates to join all data. Before the center is calculated we 
modified the layer containing information on the sections (PLSS), i.e. sections that were 
separated into two polygons on the map were merged into one. In total we merged 77 sections 
into 36 sections, (Table C-1). Each section represents one observation in the trading model. In 
total there are 880 sections in the complete dataset, of which 124 contain information from both 
the wetlands nitrate removal potential and the hedonic analysis. We projected all maps to 
UTM16.     
Wetland Identification, Nutrient Removal and Construction Cost 
The identification of potential wetlands was also done for the sections based on geographical 
information system layers in ArcMap. For each section we applied three simple requirements to 
identify if it would be possible to construct a wetland. We attempted to make the exclusion 
process of sections unsuitable for wetlands as unrestrictive as possible, but we may have 
excluded sections where there potentially could be constructed wetlands, and we may have 
identified wetlands in sections where it in fact would not be possible to construct a wetland.  
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The three criteria we applied to identify potential sites were as follows: the water should flow 
down to a wetland location, the wetland should be located close to a stream or a river, and 
wetlands should be located on land-use classes where there would not be conflicting interests. To 
assure that water flowed to a potential wetland site, we calculated the Topographical Positioning 
Index (TPI) in ArcMap using DEM-10 (Digital Elevation Model) data (U.S. Department of 
Agriculture 2010a). If a site (10 by 10 meters) had a negative value for the TPI, the adjacent sites 
would have higher elevations than the selected site, and water would flow to it. We then selected 
all sites that were located within 100 meters from any stream and river in the watershed. Of the 
remaining sites, we excluded all that were located on land-use classes that represented coniferous 
forests, low to high urban density and open urban areas. Lastly, we summed the area of all sites 
identified in each section and reclassified that new area as the maximum area that could be taken 
out of production and converted to wetlands in a section. In total, we identified potential wetland 
locations in 211 sections in the part of Big Bureau Creek watershed that was located in Bureau 
County.  
To calculate the nitrogen removal potential for a wetland in each section we used a model 
developed by Crumpton (Forthcoming). The model required information on the size of the 
upstream drainage area and the percent of the drainage area that is used for corn and soy 
productions (which approximates the annual flow through the wetland and the concentration of 
nitrate in mg/L). The drainage areas for each section were calculated for the lowest point in each 
section using the ArcHydro extension to ArcMap and the percentage of land in corn and soy 
production was calculated from land-use maps. Of the 211 sections suited for wetlands, 136 had 
the ability to remove nitrate. To have statistically significant estimates of a wetland’s nitrate 
removal potential, we assumed that the wetlands had a size of 0.5% of the upstream drainage 
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area (figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the wetlands, their sizes and their ability to 
remove nitrate). The average size of a wetland was 93.1 acre. The section with the smallest 
identified wetland was only 1.8 acres while the largest was 184.8 acres. In addition to areas for 
wetlands we assumed that there had to be a buffer around the wetland the size of 10 percent of 
the wetland area. While we assumed this buffer area did not remove any nitrogen it would likely 
provide benefits for wildlife and have the potential to remove phosphorus.     
It has been shown that phosphorus removal from wetlands can vary (Mitsch et al. 1995) and 
to our knowledge there does not exist a good scientific model to estimate wetland phosphorus 
retention ability. Instead, we simulated the scenarios with two levels of phosphorus removal 
using a conservative estimate of the ability of an Illinois wetland to remove phosphorus of 0.41 g 
P m
-2
 yr 
-1
, and an upper bound of the phosphorus removal potential 2.86 g P m
-2
 yr 
-1
 (Mitsch et 
al. 1995). These estimates were from a study of four constructed freshwater marshes along the 
Des Plains River in Northeastern Illinois.  
 Data used to estimate the construction cost of the wetlands was provided by the Farm Service 
Agency, United States Department of Agriculture. The dataset contained detailed information on 
wetland size, engineering cost, construction cost, and easement cost from 20 wetlands 
constructed with Conservation Reserve and Enhancement Program (CREP) and Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP) support in Iowa (see table 2). The wetlands ranged in size from 3.4 to 
18.44 acres, and were thus similar in size to the proposed wetlands in Bureau County. The 
engineering costs, which amongst other things include planning and design of the wetlands, did 
not vary much with size of the wetland in contrast to the actual construction costs. The 
construction costs ranged from $37,784 to $184,929. This cost item varied largely with the 
topography and size of the wetlands i.e. the cost associated with the need for construction of 
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levees and excavation of wetlands. Total construction cost equals the engineering cost plus actual 
construction cost and ranges from $65,916 to $205,913.    
A limitation to our study is that we did not have sufficient information to account for how 
wetlands interact spatially, e.g. if a wetland is located downstream from another wetland the 
nutrient loads may be reduced and therefore it will be less efficient than estimated in the 
hydrological model. To minimize the scope of this problem we only allowed for the construction 
of one wetland per section. Another limitation is that we could not account for seasonal variation 
in the removal potential, and thus we used estimated annual averages. 
Data for Hedonic Analysis 
The main source of information used for the hedonic analysis came from the Tax Assessors 
Office in Bureau County, Illinois (Bureau County Property Tax 2010). Each parcel registered in 
the county has a 2 page report with basic information used to estimate the property tax, e.g. 
information about soil quality, risk of flooding, and building size (an anonymized example can 
be seen in figure B-1). Information on all agricultural parcels in the county was extracted and 
compiled into one dataset (table 4). Table 5 contains the descriptive statistics of the data for the 
hedonic analysis. In total there are 8,270 unique parcels in the dataset, of which 835 contain 
information on sales prices, and sales dates. To be consistent with the literature on hedonic 
analysis, the sales prices were normalized by the parcel size. This normalization reduces 
potential problems with heteroscedasticity.  To avoid sales that presumably had tax purposes and 
therefore did not reflect the equilibrium price in the market, sales of a parcel between the same 
owner were excluded. In total, 62 non-armlength sales were dropped. A similar approach was 
used by Shultz and Taff (2004). Also, the only sale from before 1989 was excluded.  The 
remaining 834 parcels were sold between 1989 and 2010. One sale that had a price of 
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$663,206.75 per acre was dropped from the dataset because that was considered an unreasonably 
high price for agricultural land in Bureau County; furthermore, it is located in the middle of 
Princeton, and therefore is not suitable for a wetland (a detailed list of all excluded observations 
and the reason why they were removed can be found in table C-2).  
For each parcel there is detailed information on soil type, slope, use type (homesite (house), 
cropland, non-agricultural, etc.), and productivity index values and size for all subparts of each 
parcel. If a parcel area, regardless of size, is used as crop land, the observation was assigned the 
value 1 for the crop variable. Otherwise the variable was zero. A similar approach is employed 
for the homesite variable. The productivity index (PI) is a proxy of the agricultural production 
potential calculated by soil scientists at the University of Illinois (Olson et al. 2000) and is 
required to be included on the parcel sheets by Illinois State Law. The PI incorporates the soil 
type, slope, risk of erosion, and historic yields under different management practices. The PI 
ranges from 0 to 130, where land for agriculture normally has a PI between 70 and 130. The PI 
from the sub-parcels was aggregated to parcel level. The parcels varied in size from 0 to 606.28 
acres, with a mean of 62.85 acres.        
In addition to information on sale prices, agricultural productivity, and homesites from the tax 
assessor’s data, proxies of development pressure and the likelihood of water on the parcels were 
estimated from geographical data. Since the location of the parcels could not be determined more 
accurately than the section level, the center of each section served as a proxy of the location of 
the parcels.  
To capture development pressure, the distance from every section to the five towns in the 
study area with year 2009 population above 1000 was calculated. Three of these towns have, 
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according to projections, grown since the last decennial survey. The towns included were 
Princeton, Spring Valley, Depue, Ladd, and Walnut (National Atlas).    
With respect to the likelihood of flooding, a dummy variable was generated. Streams and 
creeks from the layer Detailed Streams (ESRI 2010), and the layer Waterbodies (National Atlas 
2010) were combined into one layer. The lower the stream level the larger the stream/river; the 
largest rivers had stream level zero and the smallest creeks a stream level of 428. The majority of 
the streams had a stream level between 1 and 8. We only included the biggest streams with a 
stream level equal to 0, 1, 2, and 3. All sections that are covered or partially covered with water 
as defined above were assigned the value 1. All “dry” sections were assigned the value zero.  
Forecasts of Agricultural Land Values  
The purpose of the hedonic analysis was to estimate a model that could be used to predict and 
forecast the value of agriculture land for every section in Big Bureau County. Most of the 
variables from the hedonic analysis were naturally used in the forecast model (table 5), but since 
we are interested in the predicted prices per acre per section in Bureau County we had to make 
some minor changes to the dataset. First, the sales year was changed to 2011, and second, the 
variable that captured whether or not a parcel has a home on it was replaced with the percent of 
parcels in each section that had a home on it. After we predict the price of each agricultural 
parcel in the entire Bureau County, the values were aggregated to the section level. The model 
used to forecast the 2011 values can be found in the results section on the hedonic analysis and 
the easements.  
Wastewater Treatment Plant Costs 
Because the wastewater treatment plants currently are unregulated with respect to total 
nitrogen and total phosphorus emissions, they do not monitor their influent and effluent levels on 
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a regular basis. The Princeton Waste Water Treatment Plant, however, provided us with their 
latest concentration levels for influent and effluent of both nitrogen and phosphorus (table 6 and 
1). All six samples were taken in February and March 2011, and are therefore not representative 
of the entire year. For lack of better information we used the average effluent emissions as an 
approximation of annual average concentrations at the Princeton plant. We did not have any data 
for the remaining 14 facilities in the watershed. Since it is primarily residential wastewater that 
enters both Princeton wastewater treatment plant and the other facilities it is reasonable to 
assume the influent concentrations are similar for all plants in the area. The minor facilities are 
predominately aerated lagoons that are less efficient in reducing total nitrogen and total 
phosphorus than an advanced facility such as Princeton wastewater treatment plant. According to 
EPA (2002) aerated lagoons can remove 15-25 percent phosphorus. Therefore, we assumed that 
minor facilities emit 75% of their phosphorus influent. We did not have credible estimates for an 
aerated lagoon’s ability to remove total nitrogen and therefore assumed that they remove 
approximately the same percent as the Princeton plant (30%) (table 7). 
A future emission standard for total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) for the State of 
Illinois is currently unknown. Instead of the actual standards, three scenarios that compare to 
similar programs in other states or to the best available technology were defined (table 8). The 
three scenarios were: 1) a minimum expected regulation, 2) diversified standards for minor and 
major facilities where major facilities would be more stringently regulated, and 3) the best 
available technology achievable. The difference between the estimated emissions from each of 
the wastewater treatment plants and the future scenarios is the required abatement for each plant. 
When we increased the size and number of major facilities, the absolute difference in nitrogen 
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that needed to be removed between the diversified standard (2) and the best available technology 
became insignificant. Therefore the results are only reported for the diversified standard. 
Capital cost of upgrades and operations and management cost for wastewater treatment plants 
were estimated following the methodology described in Nutrient Technology Cost Estimates for 
Point Sources in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed (Chesapeake Bay Program 2002). The reports 
cost data is consistent with the literature on wastewater treatment plants and was also used by 
Sado, Boisvert, and Poe (2010). The report has detailed information of cost of upgrades and 
operations for both minor and major facilities, and specifies the costs associated with different 
standards that compare well to the limits we assumed for the wastewater treatment plants. 
Nitrogen and phosphorus removal requires two different types of plant upgrades and processes. 
For major facilities no additional upgrade was required to meet the phosphorus standard, but the 
O&M cost would increase; compared to nitrogen upgrade cost phosphorus upgrade costs was 
much smaller for minor facilities. In general, we followed the outlined methodology in the 
report, but in some cases we had to make simplifying assumptions. Because of data limitations it 
was not possible to follow the procedure for estimating O&M costs of nitrogen removal from 
major facilities for an upgrade to 8 mg/L TN. Instead, we assumed that operation costs were 
unchanged and maintenance costs were 2% of the capital costs on an annual basis. For minor 
facilities’ we lacked information on both capital costs and O&M costs for phosphorus removal. 
Instead we estimated capital cost for minor facilities’ phosphorus removal from the equations for 
major facilities that had a size of 0.1-1.0 MGD. For O&M cost for minor plants we also used the 
equations for major plants (0.1-1.0 MGD). For minor facilities’ ability to remove nitrogen for the 
best available technology standard we had to use the equations for plants greater than 0.1 MGD, 
which is slightly greater than the average of the minor facilities. To scale the total emission and 
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cost to greater populations than that of Bureau County we allowed for the largest plant to be 
scaled to a maximum or 30 MGD and to include as many plants as necessary to satisfy the 
demand for waste water treatment of a town/city of a given size.  
Wildlife Values 
According to the United States Government Accountability Office (2007) the Fish and 
Wildlife Service paid between 283$/acre (Mountain-Prairie Region) and 1,100 $/acre (Midwest 
Region) in annual easements, and between 685 $/acre (Mountain-Prairie Region) and 3,100 
$/acre (Midwest Region) in fee simple acquisitions for protection of habitats for migratory birds 
in the Prairie Pothole Region. These values can be interpreted as revealed willingness to pay for 
wildlife habitats. Since Big Bureau Creek is not located in the prairie pothole region, and 
therefore has much lower production of wildlife, the highest easements/simple fee acquisitions 
can probably not be justified. However, the wetland will still generate substantial wildlife 
benefits to hunters as well as bird lovers, thus we assumed that wildlife benefits potentially can 
contribute 1,500 $/acre for a 20 year easement.   
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Results 
This section presents the three main results from this study: the results from the hedonic 
analysis, the estimates of the nitrate removal cost and finally the findings from our credit 
stacking simulations. 
Hedonic Analysis and Easements 
We tried several of the specifications from the literature for the hedonic regression model, 
including log-linear, linear and semi-log versions. Overall the log-linear version outperformed 
the alternatives with respect to both the adjusted R-squared value (adj. R-square 0.61) and 
significance of variables (table 9). For all three specifications heteroscedasticity was present and 
therefore the t and F tests of the estimators can be misleading (Gujarati 2003). We corrected for 
heteroscedasticity by estimating robust standard errors. This only changed one of the explanatory 
variables (Year(1996-2001)) from being significant to being insignificant at the 10 percent level. 
As previously mentioned the parameter estimators are consistent even when there is 
heteroscedasticity and therefore we based the prediction of the sales prices on the log-linear 
model. This discussion will not go into detail on the results of the linear and semi-logarithmic 
specifications, though they are presented in table 9.  
The production index was highly significant and had, as one would expect, a positive impact 
on the price of agricultural land. This is because more productive land is more valuable and has 
higher opportunity cost than less productive land. Land that was used to grow crops was also 
highly significant, and had a negative impact on price, probably because parcels with other uses 
have higher alternative value than agricultural land. A similar conclusion may be drawn from the 
result that there is a negative correlation with the size of the field and per acre value. 
Furthermore, residential buildings are highly significant and had a positive impact on the price. 
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The land value is negatively correlated with the presence of a stream or a lake in a section, 
suggesting a greater need for drainage and risk of flood damages on crop yields for those 
sections. All of these results are supported in the literature on hedonic valuation of agricultural 
land values. 
The significance and signs of the distances to the five towns in the dataset generally reflect 
the hypothesized effect on land values, confirming that there is some demand for land for 
development, especially around Spring Valley which has a lot of recreational homes. However, 
the village of DePue has a significant negative impact on land prices. This can probably be 
explained by the presence of a polluted Superfund site located in the village
2
. In four of the five 
time periods we defined earlier based on the farm bill years, the price of agricultural land 
increased. Only the variable capturing the period since 2008 had a negative, but insignificant, 
effect on prices. Based on the regression results we used the following equation (7) to predict the 
average price per acre in every section in Bureau County:  
                          
                                                             
                                                                 
                                                           
                                                                                                            
                                                                         
                                                                      
                                                                       
                                                 
2 According to the EPA the fishery, a state wildlife refuge and wetlands in the area has been contaminated by the 
superfund site (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2010b). 
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As can be seen from figures 3 and 4 the real prices and predicted prices are highly correlated 
(adj. R-square 0.61). There is a large variation in the prices that ranged from 441 $/acre to 
15,406 $/acre with a mean of 3,239 $/acre (figure 5 and table 10). The findings on the spatial 
distribution of the prices from the regression results can be confirmed from the map of prices 
(figure 5). The sections around DePue village have some of the lowest predicted prices while 
Spring Valley and Princeton have some of the highest prices.  
After we had predicted the prices for all the sections we used equation (5) to get the price for 
the annual easement that landowners would have to be compensated in order to forgo agricultural 
production and install a wetland, these ranged from 21-773 $/acre (table 10). The average was 
154 $/acre which compares very well to the current average rental payments in Bureau County 
(195.47 $/acre) and the surrounding counties: 146.51 $/acre in Lee County and 139.89 $/acre in 
La Salle County (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2010b). These findings are consistent with 
previous work; Khanna et al. (2003) found quasi rents for land in the Court Creek Watershed in 
nearby Knox County, Illinois to range from 111-204 $/acre.  
Overall we found that there can be large variation in land values within a county. This is due 
to heterogeneity in land quality, development, the presence of water in a section, and other 
physical characteristics such as the presence of a house and the size of both the house and the 
parcel. This variation will affect the farmers’ willingness to accept payment for easements.  
Cost of Nitrogen Removal from Wetlands 
We found that wetlands in a location such as Big Bureau Creek Watershed, with large 
percentages of land in agricultural production and limited urban development, is a cost-effective 
way of removing nitrogen compared to upgrading small or medium size wastewater treatment 
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plants (table 12 and 13). Constructing a single wetland would be sufficient to satisfy the nitrogen 
reduction requirement for all 15 wastewater treatment plants in the watershed and achieve 
substantial cost savings in comparison to upgrading all 15 wastewater treatment plants to meet 
the diversified standard of 5 mg/L of total nitrogen for major facilities and 8 mg/L of total 
nitrogen for minor facilities. This result is consistent with Woodward (2003) who observed that 
it may only be necessary to make one trade to make a water quality trading market successful 
and worth the implementation costs. The total cost of installing a wetland that satisfies the 
nitrogen reduction requirement is significantly cheaper than upgrading the wastewater treatment 
plants in the study area. This result did not change when we increased the demand for nitrogen 
removal to simulate a large city with a bigger population. However, as we increased the demand 
for nitrogen removal from the wetlands, the average removal cost per kilogram nitrogen removed 
increased because a larger proportion of the nitrogen credits had to be produced by less cost-
effective wetlands
3
.  
The most cost effective wetland was able to remove 1904 tons nitrogen over a 20 year period 
at a cost of $0.54 per kg nitrogen, almost 4 times more than the total nitrogen removal needed for 
the study area under the most stringent policy requirement (table 11). In general, the most cost-
effective wetlands were the largest wetlands with above average nitrogen removal potential. This 
result suggests that was it primarily the high construction and design costs of wetlands that were 
driving the wetlands’ nitrogen removal cost and that there are economies of scale from wetland 
construction. Most wetlands were able to reduce nitrogen for less than $5 per kg including 
                                                 
3 We found the opposite was the case for phosphorous removal. Not even when we used the highest phosphorus 
removal potential and reduced the price of the land in the study area by 50 percent were wetlands close to being as 
cost-effective as wastewater treatment plants in reducing phosphorus.  
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construction and easement costs (figure 7 and figure 8). This compares well to the $1.92 – 
$14.32 per kg nitrogen removed from wetlands from U.S. Department of Commerce (1999), 
where the lower value only includes administration and restoration cost, and the higher value 
also includes easements and loss in consumer surplus. U.S. Department of Commerce (1999) 
assumed a uniform loss in nitrogen from wetlands of 10-30 g m
-2
 which is substantially lower 
than the removal estimates used in this study. David, McIssac, and Mitchell (2008) found 
nitrogen reductions from wetlands to cost between $1.86-2.16 per pound ($4.09-4.76 per kg N) 
in the Lake Bloomington Watershed in Illinois; the wetlands there were part of a larger plan that 
included drainage water management and cover crops and easements were assumed to be 
homogenous at $300 per acre which is higher value than the average easements in this study.  
Tradable Permit Market Results: Single Market 
It has been suggested in the literature that conservation projects should be ranked and targeted 
based on benefit-cost ratios and the most cost-effective projects undertaken (Babcock et al. 1996 
and 1997). Aggregators might use this approach to identify which wetlands generate credits in 
the most cost-effective manner and select which wetland projects to undertake according to that 
criterion. Therefore, we ranked the wetlands based on the nitrogen removal cost ($ per kg), 
assumed wetlands were built in order of that ranking until the nitrogen removal requirement was 
satisfied, and calculated the cost of that approach. Installing the most cost-effective wetlands 
achieved much greater nitrogen reductions than was needed to satisfy the nitrogen constraint in 
the study areas. We compared the total cost of satisfying the nitrogen constraint with the cost-
effectiveness ranking approach with the total cost of satisfying the constraint using the cost 
minimizing solution (table 12). The cost minimizing solution had lower total cost of satisfying 
the removal requirement in the study area than the scenario where wetlands were chosen by rank 
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of cost-effectiveness. The greater the demand for nitrogen credits, the smaller the difference in 
total cost of meeting the nutrient requirement between the cost minimizing solution and the 
wetlands preferred from the benefit-cost ranking. Intuitively, this finding can be explained by the 
fact that it is a binary decision whether a wetland should be constructed or not, and that the 
wetlands with higher removal cost on average are smaller in size and therefore also remove less 
nitrogen than the ones with the lowest removal cost. The last wetlands to be installed if they are 
targeted after the benefit-cost ranking are very similar with respect to total cost and total nitrogen 
removal, and therefore the difference in total cost between the cost minimizing combination and 
the wetlands targeted from benefit-cost ranking is very small when demand for nitrogen removal 
is large.   
Increasing the cost of land easements to simulate areas with more development pressure in 
areas with large demand for nitrogen reductions did not change the result that wetlands are cost-
effective compared to wastewater treatment plants (table 12). A doubling in the easement did not 
increase the total removal cost by more than 26 percent in any of the scenarios. This can be 
explained by the fact that the construction cost of the wetlands is a more significant component 
of the nitrogen removal cost than the opportunity cost of land.  
Reducing wetlands’ ability to remove nitrogen by 50% or 90% did increase the price of 
meeting the reduction requirement, but it was still significantly cheaper to install wetlands than 
upgrade the wastewater treatment plants in the study area and for the scenario with a city of 
105,000 people. However, for cities with larger demand for nitrogen reductions wetlands were 
no longer a feasible solution because they could no longer meet the demand for nitrogen 
removal. Wetlands that were half as productive as the ones in the base scenario could only 
satisfy a minor share of the nitrogen removal requirement and therefore the major wastewater 
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treatment plants, with a size of 30 MGD, had to satisfy the rest of the reduction. The combination 
of wastewater treatment plants and wetlands did, however, reduce the total cost of nitrogen 
removal and provide more ancillary benefits than if all the wastewater treatment plants had been 
forced to upgrade instead of buying nitrogen credits from wetlands. The minor wastewater 
treatment plants had high upgrade costs and therefore the wetlands were a cost effective way of 
reducing nitrogen pollution for those facilities.  
In addition to the cost savings from constructing wetlands for nitrogen removal, wetlands will 
also generate substantial wildlife benefits and some phosphorus removal. We have not quantified 
these wildlife benefits, but a wetland of 11.4 hectares would have to be constructed in order to 
meet the new nitrogen standard in the study area, and everything else being equal, this would be  
an improvement for wildlife. The phosphorus benefits are harder to quantify and more uncertain 
as the numbers reported in table 12 are optimistic and based on a retention rate of 2.86 g P m
2
 yr
-
1
. Regardless of the actual phosphorus retention, the phosphorus removed from the wetlands will 
have some value if it can be quantified. In general, the ancillary values generated by the wetlands 
will be higher than the non-existing ancillary values from the wastewater treatment plant that is 
upgraded exclusively to reduce total nitrogen pollution.  
Tradable Permit Market Results: Credit Stacking 
We simulated a trading market where multiple benefits were sold either simultaneously or 
sequentially. As described in the previous section, nitrogen removal from wetlands is a more 
cost-effective method to meet a stringent wastewater treatment plant nitrogen policy. Therefore, 
selling nitrogen credits exclusively leads to some wetlands being built (table 12 and table 13). 
Indeed, the greater the demand for nitrogen credits, the more wetlands will be built and the 
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greater the ancillary benefits (table 14)
4
. In this study the majority of a stacked credit price 
consisting of nitrogen, phosphorus, and wildlife is covered by nitrogen. Therefore, we refer to 
nitrogen as the primary credit and phosphorus and wildlife credits as secondary credits. 
In the study area where the demand for the primary credit (nitrogen) was very limited, credit 
stacking did not lead to more ancillary benefits nor did stacking change the cost of meeting the 
nitrogen standard (table 14). The one wetland that had to be installed to satisfy the nitrogen 
removal constraint at the lowest cost in the study area was the same regardless of whether credit 
stacking was allowed or not. The wetland was not the most cost-effective per kilo nitrogen 
removed but it was also fairly large in area, and therefore it generated many wildlife and 
phosphorus credits. As a result of the wetland’s many ancillary benefits, no other wetland 
generated the required amount of nitrogen credits at a lower cost after the wildlife and 
phosphorus credits had been included in the credit aggregator’s decision of what wetland to 
install.  Thus, in this study area, an aggregator would not choose a different wetland when credits 
could be stacked. The same holds true if the total demand was close to the maximum amount of 
the primary credit that could possibly be produced. The intuition behind this is that the credits 
would be delivered regardless whether or not stacking was allowed because it was not physically 
possible to deliver large quantities of additional credits.  
                                                 
4 Combining wildlife easements of $1500 per acre with the cheapest phosphorus price that the wastewater treatment 
plants were able to meet the diversified and best available standard with ($5.11 per kg TP) did not achieve to make 
any wetlands viable to construct (table 15). The low cost of phosphorus removal from wastewater treatment plants 
can be explained by the limited upgrades required for them to meet the specified standard. The one major facility in 
the study area already had the technology in place to meet the most stringent requirement only requiring little 
additional processing. We assumed that the same would also be the case when more and bigger plants were added to 
simulate a bigger demand for nitrogen and phosphorus credits.  
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If demand for the primary credit was limited or the supply of it was close to being exhausted 
the credit-providers’ profit would increase if they were allowed to sell their primary credit first 
and then sell their secondary credits later, while the total amount of benefits achieved would not 
increase. Basically, the wetlands selected would not change because the construction decision 
was based on a demand for the primary credit and not a retroactive implementation of additional 
credits. This result is similar to Horan, Shortle, and Abler (2004) that found that both programs 
needed to jointly influence a farmer’s decision regarding the last unit of pollution cleaned up.  In 
the case where the primary credit was sold first and the secondary credits at a later stage, the 
decision to install a wetland was not motivated by the profitability of both credits and thus credit 
stacking would not lead to a higher level of benefits.  
However, we did find that the composition of wetlands chosen (and therefore the total 
benefits) would change if there was a substantial demand for the primary credit while at the same 
time the aggregator retains a choice between what wetlands to implement; this is true in the 
scenario with a city of either 105,000 and 525,000 people (figure 9). Compared to when it was 
only possible to sell nitrogen credits, selling nitrogen together with phosphorus, wildlife or both 
resulted in fewer nitrogen credits being produced, larger wildlife areas, and greater phosphorus 
removal. The total cost of all three credits sold together in the scenario with 525,000 people, was 
more expensive than a simultaneous sale of wildlife and nitrogen credits and an exclusive sale of 
nitrogen credits. This change in composition of wetland benefits is also explained by the implicit 
weight on larger wetlands when wildlife and phosphorus credits are sold simultaneously with 
nitrogen credits. In short, if wildlife and phosphorus credits are the ones sold simultaneously 
with nitrogen, and if production of those credits increases linearly with wetland area, then the 
ranking of the wetlands with respect to costs and benefits may change and the quantity and 
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composition of the benefits provided by the market may change with stacking. Due to the 
changed ranking of the individual wetlands based on cost and benefits, stacking of credits did 
change the provision of benefits for all intermediate nitrogen demand scenarios. 
Because Woodward (2011) compared net benefits to society with and without stacking and 
assumed continuous benefit and cost functions, our results are not directly comparable with his. 
Woodward (2011) found that credit stacking would achieve higher net benefits if the various 
markets were coordinated with respect to optimal caps and prohibiting credit stacking would 
achieve higher net benefits to society if the pollutants are substitutes. Our results showed that 
allowing credit stacking could lead to more ancillary benefits (but less of the primary benefit) 
being provided at very little additional cost, even when the credits (pollutants) are complements. 
The net benefits may therefore be higher when credit stacking is allowed. However, with the 
limited data available on benefits from the three credits we cannot conclude that net benefit 
increases. The amount of the various benefits that are produced when stacking is allowed 
depends on the level of complementarity between the benefits for the various wetlands.   
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Policy Implications and Limitations 
For this research project we had to make a set of assumptions. Here we shall only briefly 
mention the limitations associated with these assumptions and with the method we used to 
answer our research questions. We leave it to future research to extend our work and address 
these limitations.  
The biggest limitation of this study is the simplified trading system we used to answer our 
questions. Information limitations precluded us from considering the stochastic nature of nutrient 
pollution and the dynamic interrelationship between point sources and wetlands. To properly 
analyze the ecological and economic implications of an ecosystem market with stochastic and 
dynamic emissions and credit stacking it would be necessary to develop and analyze marginal 
cost curves with dynamic and stochastic features for the pollution and offset sources. It would be 
an interesting extension of our work to consider a different problem where data were available to 
analyze the implications of allowing credit stacking in the presence of stochasticity and dynamic 
interrelationships.  
Also, we did not consider the scenario in which a wetland would fail and not provide any 
nitrogen reduction and ancillary benefits. If this happened, the foundation upon which the 
nitrogen trading market rests would not exist and it would not be feasible to trade nitrogen 
credits between wastewater treatment plants and wetlands and no trades would occur. The same 
would be the case if the wastewater treatment plants were all in compliance and therefore would 
not need to reduce their emissions of nitrogen.  
Furthermore, the underlying assumptions that the credit aggregators have perfect information 
and therefore choose the optimal portfolio of wetlands may be unrealistic, as is the assumption 
that there is unlimited demand for wildlife credits at a specific price. Our results were generally 
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robust with respect to uniform price changes of phosphorus and wildlife credits, but the ranking 
of the credit benefits and costs may change if the values of phosphorus and wildlife credits were 
heterogeneous across wetlands and therefore the economic and ecological implications of 
allowing credit stacking could change. 
Despite the limitations and necessary assumptions we had to make for this research project we 
found a number of very interesting results that should be considered if and when ecosystem 
markets with credit stacking are designed. In a setting such as this study where costs of 
ecosystems are discrete and the success criteria is to increase the total sum of benefits provided, 
it is not recommended that one implement a sequential credit stacking market where the primary 
credit, which covers the majority of the cost of the wetland installation, is sold first and the 
secondary credits afterwards. The secondary credit would not have an impact on the credit 
aggregator’s decision to install the last unit of wetland. The aggregator will only install wetlands 
that are economically viable to construct based on the sale of the primary credit and therefore no 
additional wetlands would be installed and no additional benefits would be generated. However, 
it would be more profitable to sell ecosystem credits. 
If both primary and secondary credits are sold simultaneously and the landowner’s ecosystem 
conservation/construction decision is based on the sum of the credit values, there is a chance that 
more benefits will be produced than if credit stacking is banned. This, however, requires that 
there is substantial demand for the primary credit and the aggregator still has a choice about 
which wetlands to construct. If these conditions are not met there will not be any additional 
benefits generated from stacking credits. When credit stacking was allowed, the amount provided 
of the different benefits and the total cost of satisfying the nitrogen removal constraint could 
differ depending on the degree of complementarity between the various services for each 
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wetland. In general, our results were driven by the fact that the cost of wetlands provision of 
benefits is discrete rather than continuous. A further result from this study is that wetlands can be 
a cost-effective method of achieving a reduction in nitrogen loads and that there are economies 
of scale from constructing wetlands for nutrient reduction. 
In sum the key results from this empirical study of a potential water quality market in the 
Midwest where nitrogen removal costs are discrete and stream concentrations of nitrogen are 
high are as follows: 
1. Nitrogen removal from wetlands is very cheap and therefore it is feasible and welfare 
improving to trade nitrogen between wetlands and wastewater treatment plants. 
2. Stacking of multiple ecosystem credits may be welfare improving and result in more 
of some of the ecosystem service being provided if there is a substantial demand for 
the credit that covers the majority of the installation cost and the credits are sold 
simultaneously.  
3. If the primary credit is sold first and the additional ecosystem service credits are sold 
at a later stage no additional wetlands will be constructed and no additional benefits 
will be generated but the farmer will receive extra compensation.      
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Tables and Figures 
Table 1: Point sources: regulation size, average daily flow, and assumed effluent levels. 
NPDES 
Permit ID 
Facility Name Regulation 
Size 
Average Daily 
Flow in MGD 
TN effluent 
concentration 
TP effluent 
concentration 
IL0074721 ARLINGTON WTP, VILLAGE OF Minor 0,002 10.93 2.23 
IL0033120 BUREAU JUNCTION STP,VILLAGE OF Minor 0,071 10.93 2.23 
IL0042625 LAKE ARISPIE WATER CO STP Minor 0,050 10.93 2.23 
IL0024791 MALDEN STP, VILLAGE OF Minor 0,050 10.93 2.23 
IL0067024 PRAIRIE VIEW NURSING HOME STP Minor 0,020 10.93 2.23 
IL0020575 PRINCETON STP, CITY OF Major 2,150 10.78 1.01 
IL0025160 TISKILWA STP, VILLAGE OF Minor 0,120 10.93 2.23 
ILG640034 ARLINGTON WTP, VILLAGE OF Minor 0,002 10.93 2.23 
ILG640081 DOVER WTP, VILLAGE OF Minor 0,004 10.93 2.23 
ILG551091 IL DOT I-80 BUREAU COUNTY STP Minor 0,020 10.93 2.23 
ILG580127 LAMOILLE STP, VILLAGE OF Minor 0,063 10.93 2.23 
ILG551015 MAPLE ACRES MHP Minor 0,026 10.93 2.23 
ILG580190 OHIO STP, VILLAGE OF Minor 0,077 10.93 2.23 
ILG640238 PRINCETON WTP, CITY OF Minor 0,065 10.93 2.23 
ILG580245 WYANET STP, VILLAGE OF Minor 0,250 10.93 2.23 
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2010a). 
Notes: Basic information on wastewater treatment plants in the study area, the data was obtained 
from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2010a). The effluent levels corresponds the levels 
in table 6 and 7. 
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics: Wetland design and construction cost. 
 Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
Wetland size (acre) 20 9.915 4.8038 3.4 18.44 
Construction cost ($/wetland) 20 966,24.86 43,228.33 37,784.68 184,929.00 
Engineering cost ($/wetland) 20 30,486.12 8,365.56 16,451.00 52,532.00 
Total cost ($/wetland) 20 127,111.00 42273.88 65916.00 205913.50 
Source: Iowa Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) constructed wetland data. 
Provided by the USDA Farm Service Agency 
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Table 3: Regression results for wetland construction cost. 
 Construction 
Cost 
Engineering 
Cost 
Total cost             
Wetland area (ac) 4759.5** 
(1800.1) 
-429.6 
(397.8) 
4329.9** 
(1805.8) 
Intercept 49434.5** 
(19738.0) 
34745.9*** 
(4361.6) 
84180.5*** 
(19800.3) 
    
N 20 20 20 
R-sq 0.280 0.061 0.242 
adj. R-sq 0.240 0.009 0.200 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*10% significance **5% significance ***1% significance 
 
Notes: Regression results for construction cost ($ per wetland) and engineering cost ($ per 
wetland) separately, and total cost ($ per wetland) which is the sum of the construction cost and 
engineering cost of a wetland construction cost. We used total cost for the equation (4). 
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Table 4: Description of data: Hedonic analysis. 
Data Source Description 
Sale Price per Acre Bureau County Property Tax  Sales prices of parcels in acre prices 
Production Index Bureau County Property Tax Index that describes that soil quality. 0 is the poorest soil 
quality and 130 is the best soil quality. 
Cropland on parcel Bureau County Property Tax Dummy variable, 1 if land is used for crop production, 0 if 
not.  
Distance to Walnut The National Atlas Distance to the city Walnut 
Distance to Spring Valley  The National Atlas Distance to the city Spring Valley 
Distance to Princeton The National Atlas Distance to the city Princeton 
Distance to Ladd The National Atlas Distance to the city Ladd 
Distance to Depue The National Atlas Distance to the city Depue 
Water in section ESRI Detailed Streams & The 
National Atlas 
Dummy variable, 1 if section has a large water body, 0 if 
there is not a large water body in the section.  
Home ? Bureau County Property Tax Dummy variable, 1 if parcel have a house, 0 if do not have a 
house. 
Size of Homesite Bureau County Property Tax Size of homesite (house) on parcel in acres 
Size of Parcel Bureau County Property Tax Size of parcel in acres 
Year(-1989) Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(1990-1995) Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(1996-2001) Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(2002-2007)  Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(2008-) Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
 
Notes: The variable “water in section” was generated from the two layers: ESRI (2010) Detailed 
Streams and the Streams and Waterbodies from the National Atlas (2010).  
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Table 5: Descriptive statistics: Parcels sold that was included in hedonic analysis. 
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
Sale Price per Acre ($/acre) 696 9876.834 16138.58 80 155339.8 
Production Index  536 106.8228 15.25743 34 130 
Cropland on parcel (dummy)  691 0.7756874 0.417431 0 1 
Distance to Walnut (meters) 694 24423.52 10065.92 712.816 45279.81 
Distance to Spring Valley (meters) 694 40321.8 232341.5 921.7695 6141548 
Distance to Princeton (meters) 694 19049.6 8564.976 1285.613 39762.02 
Distance to Ladd (meters) 694 28837.17 14016.29 2157.89 57074.16 
Distance to Depue (meters) 694 25557.55 12028.58 1610.252 53475.87 
Water in section (dummy) 696 .3649425 .4817603 0 1 
Home ? (dummy) 696 0.3247126 0.4686041 0 1 
Size of Homesite (acre) 696 0.3152299 0.6878652 0 6.76 
Size of Parcel (acres) 696 52.90501 56.46076 0.36 340.81 
Year  696 2002.355 6.419097 1987 2010 
 
Notes: Production Index is a measure of an agricultural field’s ability to produce crops; amongst 
other things it captures soil quality, slope and erosion. Further description of the data and data 
sources can be found in table 4. 
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Table 6: Mean influent and effluent levels: Princeton Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
(mg/L) Mean 
 Influent Effluent 
Nitrate & Nitrite  4.49 8.58 
Phosphorus, Total 2.97 1.01 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 11.07 2.32 
Total Nitrogen 15.62 10.78 
Source: Princeton Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Notes: The mean values of influent and effluent levels were obtained from 6 samples taken in 
February and March 2011.  
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Table 7: Assumed Influent and Effluent concentrations for minor plants. 
(mg/L) Assumed Influent Removal percent Assumed Effluent 
Nitrate & Nitrite  4.5 N/A N/A 
Phosphorus, Total 2.97 25 2.23 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 11.1 N/A N/A 
Total Nitrogen 15.62 30 10.93 
 
Notes: The assumed influent levels were based on the mean values from Princeton Wastewater 
Treatment Plant. The removal percent for phosphorus was assumed based on U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (2002) and the removal percent for nitrogen was assumed to similar to 
Princeton Wastewater Treatment Plants ability to remove nitrogen (table 6).   
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Table 8: Emission scenarios. 
 Nitrogen TN (mg/L) Phosphorous TP (mg/L) 
Best Available Technology 5.0 0.3 
Diversified standards 
Major Facilities: 5.0 
Minor Facilities: 8.0 
Major Facilities: 0.5 
Minor Facilities: 1.0 
Minimum regulation 8.0 1.0 
Source: Chesapeake Bay Program (2002) 
Notes: These standards were assumed to be reasonable reduction requirements for wastewater 
treatment plants. The minimum regulation, diversified standard and the best available technology 
are all achievable requirements (Chesapeake Bay Program 2002).   
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Table 9: Regression results for hedonic analysis, with robust standard errors. 
 
Ln(Sale price) Sale price Ln(Sale price) 
Ln(Production Index) 1.353*** (0.231) 
    
Cropland in section -0.306*** (0.0954) -11547.4*** (2171.1) -0.592*** (0.101) 
Ln(Distance to Walnut) -0.00357 (0.0471) 
    
Ln(Distance to Spring Valley) -0.416*** (0.133) 
    
Ln(Distance to Princeton) -0.186*** (0.0683) 
    
Ln(Distance to Ladd) 0.105 (0.133) 
    
Ln(Distance to Depue) 0.281** (0.135) 
    
Water in section -0.127* (0.0691) 1531.2 (1049.8) -0.0355 (0.0732) 
Residential building on parcel 0.769*** (0.0907) 9781.6*** (1422.2) 0.955*** (0.0844) 
Ln(Size of residential building) -0.0507 (0.0758) 
    
Ln(Size of parcel) -0.328*** (0.0298) 
    
Year(-1989) 0.0741 (0.0896) -30.43 (867.5) 0.0262 (0.0928) 
Year(1990-1995) 0.0936** (0.0406) 243.0 (576.8) 0.123*** (0.0441) 
Year(1996-2001) 0.0562 (0.0366) 674.4 (556.5) 0.0244 (0.0392) 
Year(2002-2007) 0.0833*** (0.0145) 742.5*** (276.1) 0.105*** (0.0150) 
Year(2008-) -0.134 (0.0856) -403.3 (1124.2) -0.122 (0.0876) 
Production Index 
  
172.3*** (30.69) 0.0168*** (0.00265) 
Distance to Walnut 
  
-0.0498 (0.0753) 2.44e-08 (0.00000524) 
Distance to Spring Valley 
  
-0.000997*** (0.000218) -0.000000252*** (1.57e-08) 
Distance to Princeton 
  
0.0427 (0.164) -0.0000122 (0.0000120) 
Distance to Ladd 
  
-0.00595 (0.153) -0.0000158 (0.0000112) 
Distance Depue 
  
-0.0609 (0.254) 0.0000182 (0.0000195) 
Size of residential building 
  
-2072.3* (1095.5) -0.0759 (0.0763) 
Parcel size 
  
-43.16*** (6.428) -0.00515*** (0.000619) 
Intercept -142.9 (178.2) 57144.3 (1725744.2) -45.80 (184.6) 
 
      N 689 689 689 
R-sq 0.623 0.358 0.572 
adj. R-sq 0.614 0.343 0.562 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*10% significance **5% significance ***1% significance 
 
Notes: All dependent variables are in $/acre. Production Index is a measure of an agricultural 
field’s ability to produce crops; amongst other things it captures soil quality, slope and erosion. 
Further description of the data can be found in table 4. 
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Table 10: Results: Predicted average land values and easements for sections in Bureau County. 
 Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min  Max 
Average predicted  price ($/acre)  868 3239.23 1025.66 441.28 15406.09 
Annual easement ($/acre) 868 154.35 48.78 21.01 733.62 
20-year easement ($/acre) 868 2019.67 638.36 274.97 9599.70 
 
Notes: Descriptive statistics of the predicted agricultural land values in Bureau County, IL. The 
annual easements were calculated from equation (5) and the 20-year easements were calculated 
from equation (6). 
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Table 11: Results: Potential wetlands removal cost and efficiency. 
 Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
Average nitrogen removal cost ($/kg) 124 2.70 3.68 0.55 26.50 
Installation and easement cost wetlands ($) 124 304714.30 235217 116724 1145200 
Total nitrogen removal (kg over 20 year) 124 344050.2 442068.7 4586.4 1904466 
Easement size (ha) 124 9.72 12.35 0.165 55.92 
Phosphorus removal for 20 years (kg over 20 year) 124 5056.90 6423.80 85.8 29080.48 
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Table 12: Cost of meeting nitrogen removal requirement. 
 Wastewater  
treatment plants 
Wetlands: 
Nitrogen permit  
market 
Wetlands:  
Benefit-Cost  
Ranking 
 
Study area 
Number of wetlands 0 1 1 
Number of WWTPs 15 0 0 
Nitrate removed (kg) 409,989 433,055 1,904,466 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 0 5,943 29,080 
Hectares for wildlife 0 11.40 55.92 
Total cost nitrogen removal 13,035,709 331,135 1,046,573 
  Study area plus a city of 105,000 people 
Number of wetlands 0 3 3 
Number of WWTPs 15 0 0 
Nitrate removed (kg) 4,860,803 4,864,300 5,026,097 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 0 71,586 74,228 
Hectares for wildlife 0 137.70 142.75 
Total cost nitrogen removal 46,649,817 2,828,232 2,830,059 
  Study area plus a city of 525,000 people 
Number of wetlands 0 21 21 
Number of WWTPs 15 0 0 
Nitrate removed (kg) 24,038,456 24,058,450 24,058,442 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 0 343,967 343,966 
Hectares for wildlife 0 661.5 661.47 
Total cost nitrogen removal 208,103,809 15,159,540 15,159,544 
  Study area plus a city of 840,000 people 
Number of wetlands 0 57 58 
Number of WWTPs 15 0 0 
Nitrate removed (kg) 38,421,696 38,422,300 38,492,799 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 0 557,054 556,996 
Hectares for wildlife 0 1071.257 1,071.15 
Total cost nitrogen removal  369,557,800 27,464,860 27,540,527 
 
Notes: This table reports the cost and ancillary benefits from satisfying the nitrogen removal 
requirement by 1) upgrading wastewater treatment plants, 2) installing the cost minimizing 
combination of wetlands, and 3) installing the wetlands with the lowest cost per kilogram 
nitrogen removed. All three scenarios are calculated under the assumption that the wastewater 
treatment plants had to meet the diversified standard with a mass load removal of nitrogen that 
corresponds to the populations reported in the table.   
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Table 13: Sensitivity analysis of meeting nitrogen removal requirement. 
 Wetlands:  
Nitrogen permit 
market 
Wetlands:  
50% reduction in  
nitrogen removal 
Wetlands:  
90% reduction in  
nitrogen removal 
Wetlands: 
 Double  
easement costs 
 
Study area 
Number of wetlands 1 1 3 1 
Number of WWTPs 0 0 0 0 
Nitrate removed (kg) 433,055 444,749 416,641 433,055 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 5,943 12,613 61,341 5,943 
Hectares for wildlife 11.40 24.26 117.96 11.43 
Total cost nitrogen removal 331,135 573,257 2,404,132 398,551 
  Study area plus a city of 105,000 people 
Number of wetlands 3 7 1 3 
Number of WWTPs 0 0 1* 0 
Nitrate removed (kg) 4,864,300 4,863,747 4,864,454 5,026,097 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 71,586 140,695 9,673 74,228 
Hectares for wildlife 137.70 270.57 18.60 142.75 
Total cost nitrogen removal 2,828,232 5,761,972 40,844,040 3,444,761 
  Study area plus a city of 525,000 people 
Number of wetlands 21 1 1 23 
Number of WWTPs 0 5* 5* 0 
Nitrate removed (kg) 24,058,450 24,040,650 24,042,110 24,040,500 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 343,967 1,893 9,673 347,050 
Hectares for wildlife 661.5 3.64 18.60 667.40 
Total cost nitrogen removal 15,159,540 202,002,300 202,298,000 19,203,540 
  Study area plus a city of 840,000 people 
Number of wetlands 57 1 1 59 
Number of WWTPs 0 8* 8* 0 
Nitrate removed (kg) 38,422,300 38,423,890 38,425,350 38,426,740 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 557,054 1,893 9,673 554,686 
Hectares for wildlife 1071.257 3.64 18.60 1,066.70 
Total cost nitrogen removal  27,464,860 323,092,800 323,388,500 34,291,350 
 
Notes: This table reports the cost and ancillary benefits achieved from the cost minimizing 
combination of constructed wetlands or wastewater treatment plant upgrades under four 
scenarios: 1) wetlands removal potential and easement costs are unchanged, 2) the wetlands 
nitrogen removal potential is reduced by 50 percent, 3) the wetlands nitrogen removal potential 
is reduced by 90 percent, and 4) the easement cost is the double of what we found in the hedonic 
analysis. All four scenarios are calculated under the assumption that the wastewater treatment 
plants had to meet the diversified standard with a mass load removal of nitrogen for a city that 
corresponds to the populations reported in the table. 
* Wastewater treatment plants have a capacity of 30 MGD.  
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Table 14: Comparison of single and multiple markets. 
Credit types: Nitrogen Wildlife(1) 
and nitrogen(1) 
Nitrogen(1) 
and wildlife(2) 
Phosphorus(1) 
and nitrogen(1) 
Phosphorus(1) 
wildlife(1) 
and nitrogen(1) 
 
Study area 
Number of wetlands 1 1 1 1 1 
Nitrate removed (kg) 433,055 433,055 433,055 433,055 433,055 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 5,943 5,943 5,943 5,943 5,943 
Avoided cost phosphorus ($) 30,429 30,429 30,429 30,429 30,429 
Hectares of wildlife 11.43 11.43 11.43 11.43 11.43 
Wetland installation cost 331,135 331,135 331,135 331,135 331,135 
Payment to farmers 331,135 331,135 373,502 331,135 331,135 
 
Study area plus a city of 105,000 people 
Number of wetlands 3 3 3 3 3 
Nitrate removed (kg) 4,864,303 5,026,097 4,864,303 5,026,097 5,026,097 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 71,586 74,228 71,586 74,228 74,228 
Avoided cost phosphorus ($) 366,519 380,050 366,519 380,050 380,050 
Hectares of wildlife 137.67 142.75 137.67 142.75 142.75 
Wetland installation cost 2,828,235 2,830,059 2,828,235 2,830,059 2,830,059 
Payment to farmers 2,828,235 2,830,059 3,338,559 2,830,059 2,830,059 
 
Study area plus a city of 315,000 people 
Number of wetlands 10 10 10 10 10 
Nitrate removed (kg) 14,466,280 14,466,280 14,466,280 14,466,280 14,466,280 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 209,597 209,597 209,597 209,597 209,597 
Avoided cost phosphorus ($) 1,073,142 1,073,142 1,073,142 1,073,142 1,073,142 
Hectares of wildlife 403.07 403.07 403.07 403.07 403.07 
Wetland installation cost 8,673,384 8,673,384 8,673,384 8,673,384 8,673,384 
Payment to farmers 8,673,384 8,673,384 10,167,576 8,673,384 8,673,384 
 
Study area plus a city of 525,000 people 
Number of wetlands 21 20 21 20 20 
Nitrate removed (kg) 24,058,440 24,050,480 24,058,440 24,050,480 24,047,150 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 343,966 347,621 343,966 347,622 349,709 
Avoided cost phosphorus ($) 1,761,108 1,779,822 1,761,108 1,779,822 1,790,512 
Hectares of wildlife 661.47 668.50 661.47 668.50 672.52 
Wetland installation cost 15,159,540 15,176,541 15,159,540 15,176,542 15,194,266 
Payment to farmers 15,159,540 15,176,541 17,611,624 15,176,542 15,194,266 
 
Study area plus a city of 840,000 people 
Number of wetlands 57 57 57 57 57 
Nitrate removed (kg) 38,422,300 38,422,300 38,422,300 38,422,300 38,422,300 
Phosphorus removed (kg) 557,054 557,054 557,054 557,054 557,054 
Avoided cost phosphorus ($) 2,852,115 2,852,115 2,852,115 2,852,115 2,852,115 
Hectares of wildlife 1,071.26 1,071.26 1,071.26 1,071.26 1,071.26 
Wetland installation cost 27,464,860 27,464,860 27,464,860 27,464,865 27,464,864 
Payment to farmers 27,464,860 27,464,860 31,436,010 27,464,865 27,464,864 
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Table 14: Comparison of single and multiple markets (continued). 
Notes: This table reports the cost and ancillary benefits achieved from the cost minimizing 
combination of constructed wetlands with (column 2) and without stacking (column 3-6) and 
when the credits are sold in a different order. When more than one credit is listed in the top row 
it means that credit stacking is allowed and the numbers represents that sequence of the sale; 1 
implies it is the first credit sold (if more than one credit is marked with on the credits are sold 
simultaneously) and 2 means the credit is sold after the first credit. All five scenarios are 
calculated under the assumption that the wastewater treatment plants had to meet the diversified 
standard with a mass load removal of nitrogen that corresponds to the populations reported in the 
table.  
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Table 15: Average cost of meeting removal requirement: Wastewater treatment plants. 
$/kg removed Total Nitrogen Total Phosphorus 
Best available technology 37.87 5.117 
Diversified standard 35.25 5.117 
Minimum regulation 26.78 14.451 
Source: Own estimation based on standards reported in table 8 and data in table 1, 6, and 7. 
Notes: The average removal cost that the cheapest wastewater treatment plant in the study area 
are able to meet the nitrogen removal requirement by.  
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Figure 1: Study area: Bureau County and Big Bureau Creek Watershed 
 
Source: National Atlas (2010) and ESRI (2010) 
Notes: Overview map of study area and location of waste water treatment plants. The study area 
is the part of the watershed that is within the border of Bureau County.    
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Figure 2: Estimated nitrogen removal efficiency and size of wetlands. 
 
 
Source: National Atlas (2010) 
Notes: Each square is a section of a mile-by-a-mile. The figure to the left shows a wetland in a 
given sections ability to remove nitrogen and the right-hand figure shows the size of the wetlands 
in a given section. The removal potential and size of the wetlands was generated following the 
procedure described in the methods section.   
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Figure 3: Scatterplot: Log of predicted vs. log of real prices per acre of agricultural land values in 
Bureau County, IL. 
 
Notes: This figure shows the correlation between the log of predicted prices and log of real 
prices. The predicted values come from the regression results in column 1 of table 9.  
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Figure 4: Scatterplot: Predicted vs. real prices per acre ($/acre) of agricultural land values in 
Bureau County, IL. 
 
Notes: This figure shows the correlation between the predicted prices and real prices. The 
predicted values come from the anti log of the regression results in column 1 of table 9. 
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Figure 5: Frequency distribution: Average predicted prices in Bureau County (2011 USD/acre) 
 
Notes: Histogram of the predicted prices of land in sections in Bureau County. The average 
predicted price in the county was 3,238 $/acre which translates into an average easement of 154 
$/acre per year.   
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Figure 6: Spatial distribution: Average predicted agricultural land prices in Bureau County (2011 
UDS/ac) 
 
 
Notes: Spatial distribution of predicted prices of land in sections in Bureau County. Each square 
is a section of a mile-by-a-mile. The average predicted price in the county was 3,238 $/acre. The 
price of land near Princeton City and Spring Valley are amongst the highest and DePue have the 
lowest values.   
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Figure 7: Frequency distribution: Average nitrate removal cost from wetlands. 
 
Notes: Histogram of the estimated removal cost for wetlands. The cheapest wetlands were 
generally the largest wetlands suggesting that there are economies of scale from nitrogen 
removal wetlands.   
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Figure 8: Spatial distribution: Average nitrogen removal cost in Big Bureau Creek Watershed 
(2011 $/kg). 
 
Source: National Atlas (2010) and own results. 
Notes: Spatial distribution of wetlands average removal cost ($/kg). The squares represent a 
section of a mile by a mile.   
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Figure 9: Spatial distribution of wetlands with (a) and without (b and c) stacking for the scenario 
of the study area plus a city of 525,000 people. 
 
Source: National Atlas (2010) and own results. 
Notes: The three figures show the distribution of the wetlands that needed to be constructed to 
satisfy the nitrogen removal constraint while minimizing the total cost under three scenarios: a) 
no credit stacking, b) wildlife and nitrogen (or phosphorus and nitrogen) credits sold 
simultaneously and c) wildlife, phosphorus, and nitrogen credits sold simultaneously. The 
squares represent a section of a mile-by-a-mile and not the size of the wetlands. 
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Appendix A: Supplemental Tables and Figures  
Table A-1:  Description of data: Predicted land values. 
Data Source Description 
Sale Price per Acre Bureau County Property Tax  Sales prices of parcels in acre prices 
Production Index Bureau County Property Tax Index that describes that soil quality. 0 is the poorest soil quality 
and 130 is the best soil quality. 
Cropland on subparcel 
(and section) 
Bureau County Property Tax Dummy variable, 1 if land is used for crop production, 0 if not.  
Distance to Walnut The National Atlas Distance to the city Walnut 
Distance to Spring Valley  The National Atlas Distance to the city Spring Valley 
Distance to Princeton The National Atlas Distance to the city Princeton 
Distance to Ladd The National Atlas Distance to the city Ladd 
Distance to Depue The National Atlas Distance to the city Depue 
Water in section ESRI Detailed Streams and 
The National Atlas   
Dummy variable, 1 if section has a large water body, 0 if there is 
not a large water body in the section.  
Procent Home  Bureau County Property Tax Percent of parcels in section that have a homesite (home) on it.  
Size of Homesite Bureau County Property Tax Average size of homesite (house) in section 
Size of Parcel Bureau County Property Tax Size of parcel in acres 
Year(-1989) Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(1990-1995) Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(1996-2001) Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(2002-2007)  Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(2008-2010) Bureau County Property Tax The year the parcel was sold 
Year(2011)  Year that agriculture land values was forecasted to.  
 
Notes: The variable “water in section” was generated from the two layers: ESRI (2010) Detailed 
Streams and the Streams and Waterbodies from the National Atlas (2010).   
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Appendix B: Data  
Figure B-1: Example of Parcel Sheet: Bureau County Tax Assessor. 
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Figure B-1: Example of Parcel Sheet: Bureau County Tax Assessor (continued). 
 
Notes: Example of Parcel Sheet from Bureau County with tax data, obtained from Bureau 
County Tax Assessor (2010).   
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Appendix C: Changes Made to Data 
C-1: Sections that were merged before centers of sections were calculated. 
 Merged from  Merged to 
Number Section Township Range  Section Township Range 
1 27 18 6  27 18 6 
2 27 18 6  27 18 6 
3 28 18 6  28 18 6 
4 28 18 6  28 18 6 
5 29 18 6  29 18 6 
6 29 18 6  29 18 6 
7 30 18 6  30 18 6 
8 30 18 6  30 18 6 
9 25 18 6  25 18 6 
10 25 18 6  25 18 6 
11 26 18 6  26 18 6 
12 26 18 6  26 18 6 
13 30 18 7  30 18 7 
14 30 18 7  30 18 7 
15 28 18 7  28 18 7 
16 28 18 7  28 18 7 
17 29 18 7  29 18 7 
18 29 18 7  29 18 7 
19 27 18 7  27 18 7 
20 27 18 7  27 18 7 
21 26 18 7  26 18 7 
22 26 18 7  26 18 7 
23 25 18 7  25 18 7 
24 25 18 7  25 18 7 
25 30 18 8  30 18 8 
26 9 18 8  30 18 8 
27 20 18 8  20 18 8 
28 29 18 8  20 18 8 
29 21 18 8  21 18 8 
30 21 18 8  21 18 8 
31 22 18 8  22 18 8 
32 22 18 8  22 18 8 
33 23 18 8  23 18 8 
34 23 18 8  23 18 8 
35 24 18 8  24 18 8 
36 24 18 8  24 18 8 
37 19 18 9  19 18 9 
38 19 18 9  19 18 9 
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C-1: Sections that were merged before centers of sections were calculated (continued). 
 Merged from   Merged to 
Number Section  Township  Range   Section  Township  Range  
39 20 18 9  20 18 9 
40 20 18 9  20 18 9 
41 21 18 9  21 18 9 
42 21 18 9  21 18 9 
43 22 18 9  22 18 9 
44 22 18 9  22 18 9 
45 23 18 9  23 18 9 
46 23 18 9  23 18 9 
47 24 18 9  24 18 9 
48 24 18 9  24 18 9 
49 19 18 10  19 18 10 
50 19 18 10  19 18 10 
51 20 18 10  20 18 10 
52 20 18 10  20 18 10 
53 21 18 10  21 18 10 
54 21 18 10  21 18 10 
55 22 18 10  22 18 10 
56 22 18 10  22 18 10 
57 23 18 10  23 18 10 
58 23 18 10  23 18 10 
59 24 18 10  24 18 10 
60 24 18 10  24 18 10 
61 19 18 11  19 18 11 
62 19 18 11  19 18 11 
63 20 18 11  20 18 11 
64 20 18 11  20 18 11 
65 21 18 11  21 18 11 
66 21 18 11  21 18 11 
67 22 18 11  22 18 11 
68 22 18 11  22 18 11 
69 23 18 11  23 18 11 
70 23 18 11  23 18 11 
71 24 18 11  24 18 11 
72 24 18 11  24 18 11 
73 16 15 10  33 33 2 
74 33 33 2  33 33 2 
75 9 15 10  28 33 2 
76 28 33 2  28 33 2 
77 33 33 2  28 33 2 
 
Notes: For section number 73 and 74 only parts of section 16-33-2 was merged into 33-33-2.  For 
section number 75, 76 and 77 only parts of sections 33-33-2 and 9-15-10 was merged into 28-33-
2 
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C-2:  Parcels dropped from regression and reason removed. 
Parcel ID Reason removed  Parcel ID Reason removed 
86 Sale between same owner  4249 Sale between same owner 
126 Sale between same owner  4365 Sale between same owner 
150 Sale between same owner  4419 Sale between same owner 
581 Sale between same owner  4697 Sale between same owner 
618 Sale between same owner  4749 Sale between same owner 
697 Sale between same owner  4876 Sale between same owner 
702 Sale between same owner  4987 Sale between same owner 
774 Sale between same owner  5036 Sale between same owner 
814 Sale between same owner  5196 Sale between same owner 
826 Sale between same owner  5327 Sale between same owner 
888 Sale between same owner  5502 Sale between same owner 
927 Sale between same owner  5565 Sale between same owner 
1075 Sale between same owner  5927 Sale between same owner 
1230 Sale between same owner  6338 Sale between same owner 
1358 Sale between same owner  6397 Sale between same owner 
1395 Sale between same owner  6414 Sale between same owner 
1420 Sale between same owner  6496 Sale between same owner 
1606 Sale between same owner  6755 Sale between same owner 
2070 Sale between same owner  6864 Sale between same owner 
2506 Sale between same owner  6886 Sale between same owner 
2703 Sale between same owner  6925 Sale between same owner 
2983 Sale between same owner  7080 Sale between same owner 
3043 Sale between same owner  7119 Sale between same owner 
3044 Sale between same owner  7209 Sale between same owner 
3101 Sale between same owner  7431 Sale between same owner 
3125 Sale between same owner  7714 Sale between same owner 
3256 Sale between same owner  7745 Sale between same owner 
3516 Sale between same owner  7907 Sale between same owner 
3524 Sale between same owner  8100 Sale between same owner 
3592 Sale between same owner  8109 Sale between same owner 
4189 Sale between same owner  8258 Sale between same owner 
4208 Sale between same owner  6319 Sold in 1981 
4214 Sale between same owner  7174 Unrealistic sales price for ag 
land 
 
Notes: Above are sales removed from data set for the hedonic analysis and the reason why they 
were removed.  
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Appendix D: Stata Code 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Hedonic analysis and forcast of agricultural land in Bureau County, IL // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// Created by Adam Lentz 
// Programming started August 24th 2010 
// Last edited at January 21st 2011 
// Cleaned ud for thesis appendix June 20th 2011 
 
// Description of program: 
// This program performs a hedonic analysis of agricultural sales and forcasts... 
// sales prices on a section level (mile-by-mile) in Bureau County, IL  
 
// Organization of program: 
// 1. data is compiled into one dataset with all section id as the common identifer (Section 1-10) 
// 2. hedonic analysis is performed (Section 11) 
// 3. additional variables for the prediction of land values are generated (Section 12-13) 
// 4. prediction of land value in $/acre on a section level for 2011 
 
// the entire hedonic analysis and land price prediction is explained in the lentz_adam.pdf 
// if you have further question please contact Adam Bank Lentz @ adam.balen@gmail.com 
 
// it is recommended that the entire program is run before running any subparts of it.  
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Content of program          //  
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// SECTION 1: Sorting, renaming, and changing the dataformat of the files  
// SECTION 2:  Building a new dataset of base variables in tax data-set  
// SECTION 3: Building a new dataset of base variables in tax data-set and GIS distances  
// SECTION 4: Building a new dataset of base variables in tax data-set and sales values   
// SECTION 5: Building a new dataset of land  variables in tax data-set 
// SECTION 6: Building a new dataset of base variables in tax data-set, GIS data, weighted PIs, and sales values  
// SECTION 7: Extenting the dataset of tax_complete to map data in ArcGIS (7.0-7.4) 
// SECTION 8: Making a spline 
// SECTION 9: Taking the log of each variable used in regressions  
// SECTION 10: Generate interaction terms for home_dummies and homesite 
// SECTION 11: Regressions of ln-ln version of model specified today 
// SECTION 12: Generating section level data for variables to append 
// SECTION 13: Appending values for prediction to tax_complete 
// SECTION 14: Regressing for merger less than 100000 and predicting price per acrte for merger greater than 1000000 
// SECTION 15:  Generating randomly selected sizes of areas for wetlands and buffers to plug into matlab simulations 
// SECTION 16: Generating the supply curves for the wetland, buffer and total easement area supply of ag land 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// Program set-up 
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clear all 
version 10  
set memory 750m 
set more off 
cd E:\RA\Data\tax 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 1           //  
// Sorting, renaming, and changing the dataformat of the files // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
  
// This part was writen August 24th 2010 
// it changes all the data to .dta format and sorts the data after the merger which is the unique identifier.  
// New format is .dta 
// I have not included bureau-str.csv 
// Files that ends on 2.dta has been sorted after the variable merger 
 
insheet using bureau-acreage.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save bureau-acreage2, replace 
 
insheet using bureau-drainage.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save bureau-drainage2, replace 
 
insheet using bureau-id.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save bureau-id2, replace 
 
insheet using bureau-land.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save bureau-land2, replace 
 
insheet using bureau-owners.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save bureau-owners2, replace 
 
insheet using bureau-s_t_r.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save bureau-s_t_r2, replace 
 
insheet using bureau-sales.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save bureau-sales2, replace 
 
insheet using bureau-township.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save bureau-township2, replace 
 
insheet using bureau-use.csv, clear  
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sort merger 
save bureau-use2, replace 
 
insheet using near_25000b.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_25000_2, replace 
 
insheet using near_40000b.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_40000_2, replace 
 
insheet using near_50000b.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_50000_2, replace 
 
// this file near_recreation.csv was changed on september 26th 2010, so... 
// that it included the new and modified stream for the fork at bureau county. 
 
insheet using near_recreation.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_recreation_2, replace 
 
// these files where added on Oct 1th 2010, and represents the distances to the bureau county towns 
 
insheet using near_cities_bureau_names.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_cities_2, replace 
 
insheet using near_walnut.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_walnut_2, replace 
 
insheet using near_spring_valley.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_spring_valley_2, replace 
 
insheet using near_princeton.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_princeton_2, replace 
 
insheet using near_ladd.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_ladd_2, replace 
 
insheet using near_depue.csv, clear  
sort sec_tw_rg 
save near_depue_2, replace 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 2        //         
// Building a new dataset of base variables in tax data-set // 
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on August 25th 2010, Aug 31st.  
// This part is merging all the files into one .dta file* based on merger 
// * bureau-acreage2, bureau-drainage2, bureau-id2, bureau-owners2, bureau-s_t_r2, bureau-township2  
// Is named tax, with sufix for every one of the variable that is being added... 
// 1) bureau-acreage2, 2)bureau-drainage2, 3)bureau-id2, 4)bureau-owners2, 5)bureau-s_t_r2, 6)bureau-township2  
// The final file is called tax_base 
 
use bureau-acreage2, clear 
merge merger using bureau-acreage2 
sort merger 
save tax1, replace 
 
use tax1, clear 
drop _merge 
merge merger using bureau-drainage2 
sort merger 
save tax2, replace 
 
use tax2, clear 
drop _merge 
merge merger using bureau-id2 
sort merger 
save tax3, replace 
 
use tax3, clear 
drop _merge 
merge merger using bureau-owners2 
sort merger 
save tax4, replace 
 
use tax4, clear 
drop _merge 
merge merger using bureau-s_t_r2 
sort merger 
save tax5, replace 
 
use tax5, clear 
drop _merge 
merge merger using bureau-township2  
sort merger 
save tax6, replace 
 
use tax6, clear 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_base, replace 
 
// Labels are added to all variables 
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use tax_base, clear 
 
label variable homesite "Acreage allocated for homesite" 
label variable nontaxable "Acreage allocated for nontaxable" 
label variable othertaxable "Acreage allocated for othertaxable" 
label variable total_acre "Acreage on observation" 
label variable merger "ID assigned by NB" 
label variable drain_union "Name of drainage union on parcel, if any" 
label variable parcel_id "Parcel ID from tax files, 10 digits" 
label variable owner_name "Name of owner or owner company" 
label variable section "Section" 
label variable town "Township" 
label variable range "Range" 
label variable sec_tw_rg "Combination of 3 above" 
label variable township "Name of township" 
 
save tax_base, replace 
 
// Dummy variables for homesite generated 
// If there is a homesite on the parcel the it equals 1 otherwise 0 
 
use tax_base, clear 
gen dummy_home = 0  
replace dummy_home = 1 if homesite > 0  
label variable dummy_home "Dummy variable equal 1 if there is a homesite on the parcel" 
save tax_base, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 3           // 
// Building a new dataset of base variables in tax data-set and GIS distances // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on August 25th 2010 
// This part is merging all the files into one .dta file* based on sec_tw_rg 
// * tax_base, near_25000, near_40000, near_50000 
// Is named tax, with sufix for every one of the variable that is being added.... 
// 1) near_25000, 2) near_40000, 3) near_50000 
// The final file is called tax_dist 
 
// the near_xxx files are generated in ArcGIS and exported as csv. files, the distances... 
// is the shortest distance from the center of the STR to the nearest city 
 
use tax_base, clear 
sort sec_tw_rg 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_25000_2 
drop if _merge == 2 
drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg 
save tax_dist1, replace 
 
use tax_dist1, clear 
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merge sec_tw_rg using near_40000_2  
drop if _merge == 2 
drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg 
save tax_dist2, replace 
 
use tax_dist2, clear 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_50000_2 
drop if _merge == 2  
drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg 
save tax_dist3, replace 
 
use tax_dist3, clear 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_recreation_2 
drop if _merge == 2  
drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg 
save tax_dist4, replace 
 
use tax_dist4, clear 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_cities_2 
drop if _merge == 2  
drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg 
save tax_dist5, replace 
 
use tax_dist5, clear 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_walnut_2 
drop if _merge == 2  
drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg 
save tax_dist6, replace 
 
use tax_dist6, clear 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_spring_valley_2 
drop if _merge == 2  
drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg 
save tax_dist7, replace 
 
use tax_dist7, clear 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_princeton_2 
drop if _merge == 2  
drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg 
save tax_dist8, replace 
 
use tax_dist8, clear 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_ladd_2 
drop if _merge == 2  
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drop _merge 
sort sec_tw_rg  
save tax_dist9, replace 
 
use tax_dist9, clear 
merge sec_tw_rg using near_depue_2 
drop if _merge == 2  
drop _merge 
sort merger 
drop if merger >= .  
save tax_dist, replace 
 
// Labels are added to all variables 
 
use tax_dist, clear 
label variable area_ha "Area of section in hectars" 
label variable x_center "X coordinate of center of STR" 
label variable y_center "y coordinate of center of STR" 
label variable n_d_5cities "Distance to 5 cities" 
label variable n_d_walnut "Distance to walnut" 
label variable n_d_spring_valley "Distance to Spring Valley" 
label variable n_d_princeton "Distance to 5 Princeton" 
label variable n_d_ladd "Distance to Ladd" 
label variable n_d_depue "Distance to Depue" 
save tax_dist, replace 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 4               // 
// Building a new dataset of base variables in tax data-set and sales values // 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on August 26th 2010 
// This part is merging all the files into one .dta file* based on merger 
// * tax_base, bureau-sales2 
// Is named tax_sales  
// The final file is called tax_sales 
 
use tax_base, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using bureau-sales2 
drop if _merge == 2  
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_sales, replace 
 
// Labels are added to all variables 
 
use tax_sales, clear 
 
label variable mo_da_yr "Sales month, date,year" 
label variable month "Sales month" 
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label variable date "Sales date" 
label variable year "Sales year" 
label variable sale_price "Sales price in dollars" 
 
save tax_sales, replace 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 5         // 
// Building a new dataset of land  variables in tax data-set // 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on August 26th 2010, September 6th, October 10th 
// The final file is called tax_land, with sufix 2 because it is sorted after merger 
// Instead of bureau-land.csv I use bureau-land-9-3-2010.csv which... 
// contains information from many more parcels, this was implemented sep. 6th 2010 
 
insheet using bureau-land-9-3-2010.csv, clear  
sort merger 
save tax_land, replace 
 
// Labels are added to all variables 
 
use tax_land, clear 
 
label variable soil "Soil number" 
label variable slope "Slope indicator" 
label variable erosion "Erosion gradient" 
label variable plus "Plus" 
label variable phase "Indicates if it is in wet phase" 
label variable phase_soil_wo_p "For wet phase soils, their soil number" 
label variable use "Indicates use type, i.e. CR, CRP, HS" 
label variable acres_use "Acres in various uses" 
label variable pi "Production Index" 
label variable as_value_acre "Assessed value an acre" 
label variable influence "Tax mulitiplicator" 
label variable flood "Flood value" 
label variable assessed "Accumulated assessed value" 
 
sort merger 
save tax_land, replace 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Use of observation on merger level = micro level  // 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
use tax_land, clear 
encode use, generate(use3) 
sort merger 
label variable use3 "Use of parcel at 'micro level'" 
keep merger use3 
duplicates drop merger, force 
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save tax_land_use, replace 
 
use tax_land, clear 
encode use, generate(use2)  
gen dummy_crop = 0  
replace dummy_crop = 1 if use2 == 1  
label variable dummy_crop "Dummy variable equal 1 if area is used for crops" 
save tax_land, replace 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate weighted averages (WA) of PI for CR land // 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 1 is CR areas 
 
// Generate total land within each parcel that is in CR use 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen crop_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 1 
label variable crop_acre "Total of CR areas within each parcel" 
save tax_land_cr, replace 
 
// Generate percent of use type of total land on any parcel  
 
use tax_land_cr, clear 
generate percent_use = acres_use/crop_acre if use2 == 1 
label variable percent_use "Percent of total parcel area under a specific use and with a specific soiltype" 
save tax_land_cr, replace 
 
// Generate weight of production index for CR areas of each parcel (named weight_pi_cr) 
 
use tax_land_cr, clear 
generate weight_pi_cr = percent_use*pi if use2 == 1 
label variable weight_pi_cr "Weighted PI for each parcel sub area under a specific use and with a specific soiltype"  
save tax_land_cr, replace 
 
// calculate the PI for the entire parcel - CR PI only (crop_pi_total) 
 
use tax_land_cr, clear 
bysort merger: egen crop_pi_total = sum(weight_pi_cr) if use2 == 1 
label variable crop_pi_total "Weighted PI for cropland on parcels" 
save tax_land_cr, replace 
 
// Drop nonrelevant variables (all but merger, use2, use3, crop_acre, percent_use, crop_pi_total), drop duplicates of mergers and 
resave it (tax_land_unique) 
 
use tax_land_cr, clear 
keep if use2 == 1  
// line above assures that value returned is only for crop land  
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop weight_pi_cr 
duplicates drop merger, force 
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save tax_land_cr, replace 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate weighted averages (WA) of PI for all land types // 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// Generate crop dummy if area used for CR (named dummy_crop), the function encode is used to de-string the use variable; use2 == 1 
means that the land is in cropproduction.  
// use3 = 1 is CR areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
encode use, generate(use3)  
save tax_land_all, replace 
 
// Generate total land within each parcel  
 
use tax_land_all, clear  
bysort merger: egen all_acre = sum(acres_use)  
label variable all_acre "Total of all use areas within each parcel" 
save tax_land_all, replace 
 
// Generate percent of use type of total land on any parcel  
 
use tax_land_all, clear 
generate percent_use_all = acres_use/all_acre  
label variable percent_use_all "Percent of total parcel area under a specific use and with a specific soiltype" 
save tax_land_all, replace 
 
// Generate weight of production index for CR areas of each parcel (named weight_pi_cr) 
 
use tax_land_all, clear 
generate weight_pi_all = percent_use_all*pi  
label variable weight_pi_all "Weighted PI for each parcel sub area under a specific use and with a specific soiltype"  
save tax_land_all, replace 
 
// calculate the PI for the entire parcel - All PIs (all_pi_total) 
 
use tax_land_all, clear 
bysort merger: egen all_pi_total = sum(weight_pi_all)  
label variable all_pi_total "Weighted PI for all land use types on parcels" 
save tax_land_all, replace 
 
// Drop nonrelevant variables (all but merger, use2, use3, crop_acre, percent_use, crop_pi_total), drop duplicates of mergers and 
resave it (tax_land_unique) 
 
use tax_land_all, clear 
gsort -dummy_crop 
duplicates drop merger, force 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use as_value_acre influence flood assessed weight_pi_all 
sort merger 
save tax_land_all, replace 
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//////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for CRP from land_use // 
//////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 2 is CRP areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen CRP_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 2 
keep if use2 == 2 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable CRP_acre "Total of CRP areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_CRP, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for HMS from land_use // 
//////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 3 is HMS areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen HMS_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 3 
keep if use2 == 3 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable HMS_acre "Total of HMS areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_HMS, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for HOMESIE from land_use // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 4 is HOMESITE areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen HOMESITE_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 4 
keep if use2 == 4 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable HOMESITE_acre "Total of HOMESITE areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_HOMESITE, replace 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for NONAG from land_use // 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 5 is NONAG areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen NONAG_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 5 
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keep if use2 == 5 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable NONAG_acre "Total of NONAG areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_NONAG, replace 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for OTHER from land_use // 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 6 is OTHER areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen OTHER_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 6 
keep if use2 == 6 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable OTHER_acre "Total of OTHER areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_OTHER, replace 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for permanent pasture from land_use // 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 7 are PP areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen PP_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 7 
keep if use2 == 7 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable PP_acre "Total of PP areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_PP, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for TIM from land_use // 
//////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 8 is TIM areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen TIM_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 8 
keep if use2 == 8 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable TIM_acre "Total of TIM areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_TIM, replace 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for WASTE from land_use // 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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// use2 = 9 is WASTE areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen WASTE_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 9 
keep if use2 == 9 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable WASTE_acre "Total of WASTE areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_WASTE, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Generate acreage for WST from land_use // 
//////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// use2 = 10 is WST areas 
 
use tax_land, clear 
bysort merger: egen WST_acre = sum(acres_use) if use2 == 10 
keep if use2 == 10 
drop  orgi_soil soil slope erosion plus phase phase_soil_wo_p use acres_use pi as_value_acre influence flood assessed dummy_crop use2 
duplicates drop merger, force 
label variable WST_acre "Total of WST areas within each parcel"  
save tax_land_WST, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 6                              //  
// Building a new dataset of base variables in tax data-set, GIS data, weighted PIs, and sales values // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on August 26th and August 30th 2010, September 1st, sep 20th, sep 23rd 
// This part is merging all the files into one .dta file* based on merger 
// * tax_dist, bureau-sales2 
// Is named tax, with sufix for every one of the variable that is being added 1) tax_dist, 2) bureau_sales2 
// The final file is called tax_complete 
 
// Sales values are merged into tax_dist(now tax_complete) 
 
use tax_dist, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using bureau-sales2 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// Labels are added to all variables 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
label variable mo_da_yr "Sales month, date,year" 
label variable month "Sales month" 
label variable date "Sales date" 
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label variable year "Sales year" 
label variable sale_price "Sales price in dollars" 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// Sales price in dollar per acre 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
generate sale_acre = sale_price/total_acre 
label variable sale_acre "Sale price in dollar per acre"  
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// Weighted PI's and CR areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_cr 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// Weighted PI's for all areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_all 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// Use3, i.e. use for all observations are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_use 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
///////////////////////////////////// 
// Merging area types into dataset // 
///////////////////////////////////// 
 
// CRP areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_CRP 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
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// HMS areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_HMS 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// HOMESITE areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_HOMESITE 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// NONAG areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_NONAG 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// OTHER areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_OTHER 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// PP areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_PP 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// TIM areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_TIM 
drop _merge 
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sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// WASTE areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_WASTE 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// WST areas are merged into tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
sort merger 
merge merger using tax_land_WST 
drop _merge 
sort merger 
drop v4 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// Dummy variable for all sections with less with a recreational area in.  
// Each center point of the sections has a maximum of sq(0.5^2+0.5^2) mile to the furtherst corner of the square. 
// Thus I calculated the max distance in meters to a wet area within each section == 1137 meters 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
gen dummy_rec = 0  
replace dummy_rec = 1 if near_dist_rec < 1138  
label variable dummy_rec "Dummy variable equals 1 if recreation in section otherwise 0" 
gen dummy_water = dummy_rec 
label variable dummy_water "Dummy variabel if water in section" 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// Time variable year 1, 2, 3.. i.e. 1981 equals 1, 1986 equals 6 etc.  
// Variable called by year_group 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
gen dummy_year = year - 1980 
sort dummy_year 
label variable dummy_year "Year dummy, i.e. 1981 = 1, 2010 = 29" 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 7                              //  
// Extenting the dataset of tax_complete to map them in ArcGIS                                      // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on September 20th 2010, Sep 21th,  
// This part is calculating the number of sales, average acre price, average parcel size, and average total price in each section 
// Building on the data in tax_complete  
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// Is named tax_complete_gis, with sufix for every one of the variable that is being added... 
// 1) number of sales, 2) average acre price, 3) average parcel size, and 4) average total price  
 
// 7-7.4 are all variations over the same theme. With different time periods 
// Section 7 is the entire time period that there existed sales data from 
// Section 7.1-7.4 are for shorter periods.  
 
// Calculating the number of sales in each section 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
gen dummy_sales = 1  
replace dummy_sales = 0 if sale_price == .  
label variable dummy_sales "Dummy variable equals 1 if sales in parcel section otherwise 0" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_number = sum(dummy_sales)  
label variable sales_number "Number of sales within each section" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_num_cr = sum(dummy_sales) if dummy_crop == 1 
label variable  sales_num_cr "Number of sales of crop areas within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis1, replace 
 
// Calculating total acreage sold in each section 
// Total acreage for each parcel is summed if it has been sold at any point in time 
 
use tax_complete_gis1, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_acre_to = sum(total_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_acre_to "Total acreage sold within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis2, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total sales ($) within each section  
 
use tax_complete_gis2, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_value_to = sum(sale_price) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_value_to "Total sales within a section in dollars" 
save tax_complete_gis3, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per parcel sold for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis3, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri = sales_value_to/sales_number if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri "Average sales price per parcel within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis4, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per acre for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis4, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri_ac = sales_value_to/sales_acre_to if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri_ac "Average sales price per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis5, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total crop acre for each section - not used 
 
// use tax_complete_gis5, clear 
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// bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_crop_to = sum(crop_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
// label variable sales_crop_to "Total crop acreage sold within each section" 
// save tax_complete_gis6, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average PI for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis6, clear 
gen joint_dummy = dummy_sales*dummy_crop 
label variable joint_dummy "Dummy variable equal 1 if both crops and sales on parcel" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen pi_total_sec = sum(crop_pi_total) if joint_dummy == 1  
label variable pi_total_sec "Sum of PI within each section on sales areas" 
gen avg_sales_pi = pi_total_sec/sales_num_cr  
label variable avg_sales_pi "Average PI per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis7, replace 
 
// Drop all duplicates from list so that there is only one value for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis7, clear 
keep if dummy_sales == 1 
duplicates drop sec_tw_rg, force 
save tax_complete_gis, replace 
 
// export the data to a csv.-file that can be imported into ArcMap and mapped, the shape file it... 
// should be merged with needs to have section township range in the format sec_tw_rg, e.g. 14-8-22 
 
outsheet merger sec_tw_rg x_center y_center near_dist25 near_dist40 near_dist50 near_dist_rec year sales_number sales_acre_to 
sales_value_to avg_sales_pri avg_sales_pri_ac sales_crop_to avg_sales_pi using gis_bureau_full.csv, comma replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 7.1 - prior to 1995                           //  
// Extenting the dataset of tax_complete to graph them in ArcGIS                                      // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on September 22nd 2010, Sep 21th,  
// This part is calculating the number of sales, average acre price, average parcel size, and average total price in each section 
// Building on tax_complete 
// Is named tax_complete_gis, with sufix for every one of the variable that is being added 1) number of sales, 2) average acre price, 
3) average parcel size, and 4) average total price  
 
// Calculating the number of sales in each section 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
keep if year <= 1994 
gen dummy_sales = 1  
replace dummy_sales = 0 if sale_price == .  
label variable dummy_sales "Dummy variable equals 1 if sales in parcel section otherwise 0" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_number = sum(dummy_sales)  
label variable sales_number "Number of sales within each section" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_num_cr = sum(dummy_sales) if dummy_crop == 1 
label variable  sales_num_cr "Number of sales of crop areas within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis1995a, replace 
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// Calculating total acreage sold in each section 
// Total acreage for each parcel is summed if it has been sold at any point in time 
 
use tax_complete_gis1995a, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_acre_to = sum(total_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_acre_to "Total acreage sold within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis1995b, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total sales ($) within each section  
 
use tax_complete_gis1995b, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_value_to = sum(sale_price) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_value_to "Total sales within a section in dollars" 
save tax_complete_gis1995c, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per parcel sold for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis1995c, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri = sales_value_to/sales_number if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri "Average sales price per parcel within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis1995d, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per acre for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis1995d, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri_ac = sales_value_to/sales_acre_to if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri_ac "Average sales price per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis1995e, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total crop acre for each section - not used 
 
// use tax_complete_gis1995e, clear 
// bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_crop_to = sum(crop_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
// label variable sales_crop_to "Total crop acreage sold within each section" 
// save tax_complete_gis1995g, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average PI for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis1995e, clear 
gen joint_dummy = dummy_sales*dummy_crop 
label variable joint_dummy "Dummy variable equal 1 if both crops and sales on parcel" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen pi_total_sec = sum(crop_pi_total) if joint_dummy == 1  
label variable pi_total_sec "Sum of PI within each section on sales areas" 
gen avg_sales_pi = pi_total_sec/sales_num_cr  
label variable avg_sales_pi "Average PI per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis1995f, replace 
 
// Drop all duplicates from list so that there is only one value for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis1995f, clear 
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keep if dummy_sales == 1 
duplicates drop sec_tw_rg, force 
save tax_complete_gis_1995, replace 
 
// export the data to a csv.-file that can be imported into ArcMap and mapped, the shape file it... 
// should be merged with needs to have section township range in the format sec_tw_rg, e.g. 14-8-22 
 
outsheet merger sec_tw_rg x_center y_center near_dist25 near_dist40 near_dist50 near_dist_rec year sales_number sales_acre_to 
sales_value_to avg_sales_pri avg_sales_pri_ac avg_sales_pi using gis_bureau_1995.csv, comma replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 7.2 - 1996 - 2000                           //  
// Extenting the dataset of tax_complete to graph them in ArcGIS                                      // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on September 22nd 2010, Sep 21th,  
// This part is calculating the number of sales, average acre price, average parcel size, and average total price in each section 
// Building on tax_complete 
// Is named tax_complete_gis, with sufix for every one of the variable that is being added 1) number of sales, 2) average acre price, 
3) average parcel size, and 4) average total price  
 
// Calculating the number of sales in each section 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
keep if year <= 2000 
keep if year >= 1996 
gen dummy_sales = 1  
replace dummy_sales = 0 if sale_price == .  
label variable dummy_sales "Dummy variable equals 1 if sales in parcel section otherwise 0" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_number = sum(dummy_sales)  
label variable sales_number "Number of sales within each section" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_num_cr = sum(dummy_sales) if dummy_crop == 1 
label variable  sales_num_cr "Number of sales of crop areas within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis2000a, replace 
 
// Calculating total acreage sold in each section 
// Total acreage for each parcel is summed if it has been sold at any point in time 
 
use tax_complete_gis2000a, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_acre_to = sum(total_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_acre_to "Total acreage sold within each section" 
save tax_complete_2000b, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total sales ($) within each section  
 
use tax_complete_2000b, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_value_to = sum(sale_price) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_value_to "Total sales within a section in dollars" 
save tax_complete_2000c, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per parcel sold for each section 
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use tax_complete_2000c, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri = sales_value_to/sales_number if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri "Average sales price per parcel within sections" 
save tax_complete_2000d, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per acre for each section 
 
use tax_complete_2000d, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri_ac = sales_value_to/sales_acre_to if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri_ac "Average sales price per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_2000e, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total crop acre for each section - not used 
 
// use tax_complete_gis5, clear 
// bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_crop_to = sum(crop_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
// label variable sales_crop_to "Total crop acreage sold within each section" 
// save tax_complete_gis6, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average PI for each section 
 
use tax_complete_2000e, clear 
gen joint_dummy = dummy_sales*dummy_crop 
label variable joint_dummy "Dummy variable equal 1 if both crops and sales on parcel" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen pi_total_sec = sum(crop_pi_total) if joint_dummy == 1  
label variable pi_total_sec "Sum of PI within each section on sales areas" 
gen avg_sales_pi = pi_total_sec/sales_num_cr  
label variable avg_sales_pi "Average PI per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis2000f, replace 
 
// Drop all duplicates from list so that there is only one value for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2000f, clear 
keep if dummy_sales == 1 
duplicates drop sec_tw_rg, force 
save tax_complete_gis_2000, replace 
 
// export the data to a csv.-file that can be imported into ArcMap and mapped, the shape file it... 
// should be merged with needs to have section township range in the format sec_tw_rg, e.g. 14-8-22 
 
outsheet merger sec_tw_rg x_center y_center near_dist25 near_dist40 near_dist50 near_dist_rec year sales_number sales_acre_to 
sales_value_to avg_sales_pri avg_sales_pri_ac avg_sales_pi using gis_bureau_2000.csv, comma replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 7.3 - 2001 - 2005                           //  
// Extenting the dataset of tax_complete to graph them in ArcGIS                                      // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on September 22nd 2010, Sep 21th,  
// This part is calculating the number of sales, average acre price, average parcel size, and average total price in each section 
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// Building on tax_complete 
// Is named tax_complete_gis, with sufix for every one of the variable that is being added 1) number of sales, 2) average acre price, 
3) average parcel size, and 4) average total price  
 
// Calculating the number of sales in each section 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
keep if year <= 2005 
keep if year >= 2001 
gen dummy_sales = 1  
replace dummy_sales = 0 if sale_price == .  
label variable dummy_sales "Dummy variable equals 1 if sales in parcel section otherwise 0" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_number = sum(dummy_sales)  
label variable sales_number "Number of sales within each section" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_num_cr = sum(dummy_sales) if dummy_crop == 1 
label variable  sales_num_cr "Number of sales of crop areas within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis2005a, replace 
 
// Calculating total acreage sold in each section 
// Total acreage for each parcel is summed if it has been sold at any point in time 
 
use tax_complete_gis2005a, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_acre_to = sum(total_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_acre_to "Total acreage sold within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis2005c, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total sales ($) within each section  
 
use tax_complete_gis2005c, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_value_to = sum(sale_price) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_value_to "Total sales within a section in dollars" 
save tax_complete_gis2005d, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per parcel sold for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2005d, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri = sales_value_to/sales_number if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri "Average sales price per parcel within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis2005e, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per acre for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2005e, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri_ac = sales_value_to/sales_acre_to if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri_ac "Average sales price per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis2005f, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total crop acre for each section - not used 
 
// use tax_complete_gis5, clear 
// bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_crop_to = sum(crop_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
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// label variable sales_crop_to "Total crop acreage sold within each section" 
// save tax_complete_gis6, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average PI for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2005f, clear 
gen joint_dummy = dummy_sales*dummy_crop 
label variable joint_dummy "Dummy variable equal 1 if both crops and sales on parcel" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen pi_total_sec = sum(crop_pi_total) if joint_dummy == 1  
label variable pi_total_sec "Sum of PI within each section on sales areas" 
gen avg_sales_pi = pi_total_sec/sales_num_cr  
label variable avg_sales_pi "Average PI per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis2005g, replace 
 
// Drop all duplicates from list so that there is only one value for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2005g, clear 
keep if dummy_sales == 1 
duplicates drop sec_tw_rg, force 
save tax_complete_gis_2005, replace 
 
// export the data to a csv.-file that can be imported into ArcMap and mapped, the shape file it... 
// should be merged with needs to have section township range in the format sec_tw_rg, e.g. 14-8-22 
 
outsheet merger sec_tw_rg x_center y_center near_dist25 near_dist40 near_dist50 near_dist_rec year sales_number sales_acre_to 
sales_value_to avg_sales_pri avg_sales_pri_ac avg_sales_pi using gis_bureau_2005.csv, comma replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 7.4 - 2006 - 2010                            //  
// Extenting the dataset of tax_complete to graph them in ArcGIS                                      // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on September 22nd 2010, Sep 21th,  
// This part is calculating the number of sales, average acre price, average parcel size, and average total price in each section 
// Building on tax_complete 
// Is named tax_complete_gis, with sufix for every one of the variable that is being added 1) number of sales, 2) average acre price, 
3) average parcel size, and 4) average total price  
 
// Calculating the number of sales in each section 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
keep if year <= 2010 
keep if year >= 2006 
gen dummy_sales = 1  
replace dummy_sales = 0 if sale_price == .  
label variable dummy_sales "Dummy variable equals 1 if sales in parcel section otherwise 0" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_number = sum(dummy_sales)  
label variable sales_number "Number of sales within each section" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_num_cr = sum(dummy_sales) if dummy_crop == 1 
label variable  sales_num_cr "Number of sales of crop areas within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis2010a, replace 
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// Calculating total acreage sold in each section 
// Total acreage for each parcel is summed if it has been sold at any point in time 
 
use tax_complete_gis2010a, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_acre_to = sum(total_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_acre_to "Total acreage sold within each section" 
save tax_complete_gis2010b, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total sales ($) within each section  
 
use tax_complete_gis2010b, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_value_to = sum(sale_price) if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable sales_value_to "Total sales within a section in dollars" 
save tax_complete_gis2010c, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per parcel sold for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2010c, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri = sales_value_to/sales_number if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri "Average sales price per parcel within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis2010d, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average sales price per acre for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2010d, clear 
gen avg_sales_pri_ac = sales_value_to/sales_acre_to if dummy_sales == 1 
label variable avg_sales_pri_ac "Average sales price per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis2010e, replace 
 
// Calcualate the total crop acre for each section - not used 
 
// use tax_complete_gis5, clear 
// bysort sec_tw_rg: egen sales_crop_to = sum(crop_acre) if dummy_sales == 1 
// label variable sales_crop_to "Total crop acreage sold within each section" 
// save tax_complete_gis6, replace 
 
// Calcualate the average PI for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2010e, clear 
gen joint_dummy = dummy_sales*dummy_crop 
label variable joint_dummy "Dummy variable equal 1 if both crops and sales on parcel" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen pi_total_sec = sum(crop_pi_total) if joint_dummy == 1  
label variable pi_total_sec "Sum of PI within each section on sales areas" 
gen avg_sales_pi = pi_total_sec/sales_num_cr  
label variable avg_sales_pi "Average PI per acre within sections" 
save tax_complete_gis2010f, replace 
 
// Drop all duplicates from list so that there is only one value for each section 
 
use tax_complete_gis2010f, clear 
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keep if dummy_sales == 1 
duplicates drop sec_tw_rg, force 
save tax_complete_gis_2000, replace 
 
// export the data to a csv.-file that can be imported into ArcMap and mapped, the shape file it... 
// should be merged with needs to have section township range in the format sec_tw_rg, e.g. 14-8-22 
 
outsheet merger sec_tw_rg x_center y_center near_dist25 near_dist40 near_dist50 near_dist_rec year sales_number sales_acre_to 
sales_value_to avg_sales_pri avg_sales_pri_ac avg_sales_pi using gis_bureau_2010.csv, comma replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 8                               //  
// Making a spline              // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on September 29th,  
// Generates spline values for the forcast of prices into 2011. 
// Knots in 1) 1990, 2) 1996, 3) 2002, and 4) 2008, knots are implemented in farm bill years 
// Building on tax_complete 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
gen year_s = year // the same as year but at a new location in the dataset so that I can generate the spline 
label variable year_ "Year of sales, same as year" 
mkspline year_s1 1990 year_s2 1996 year_s3 2002 year_s4 2008 year_s5 = year_s 
 
// saves two versions with spline 
save tax_complete, replace 
save tax_complete_prelog, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 9                               //  
// Taking the log of each variable used in regressions         // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on September 29th, sep. 30th 
// Generates log values of significant variables  
// Log (log) of relevant variables 
// Building on tax_complete 
 
// Takes the log of the variables that are used in the regression and labels them with a log value 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
foreach var of varlist sale_acre crop_pi_total all_pi_total near_dist25 near_dist40 near_dist50 n_d_5cities n_d_walnut 
n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue homesite total_acre{ 
  generate log`var' = log(`var')  
      label variable log`var' "Log version of `var'" 
} 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
// New code that was used for tax_regression  
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use tax_complete, clear  
gen pos_near_dist_rec = near_dist_rec 
replace pos_near_dist_rec = 1 if pos_near_dist_rec == 0 
gen log_pos_near_dist_rec = log(pos_near_dist_rec) 
label variable pos_near_dist_rec "positive version of near_dist_rec" 
label variable log_pos_near_dist_rec "log of positive version of near_dist_rec" 
gen pos_homesite = homesite 
replace pos_homesite = 0.000000001 if pos_homesite == 0 
gen log_pos_homesite = log(pos_homesite) 
label variable pos_homesite "positive version of homesite" 
label variable log_pos_homesite"log of positive version of homesite" 
save tax_complete_postlog, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 10                               //  
// Generate interaction terms for home_dummies and homesite        // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on Oct 5th 
// Generate interaction terms for home_dummies and homesite  
// Building on tax_complete_postlog 
 
use tax_complete_postlog, clear 
gen loghomesite_d_h = log_pos_homesite*dummy_home 
label variable loghomesite_d_h "Interaction term for log version of homesites" 
 
// saves tax_complete that now is complete with all information needed to our model 
save tax_complete, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 11                               //  
// Regressions of ln-ln version of model Oct. 5th           // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on Oct 5th  
// Generate interaction terms for home_dummies and homesite  
// Building on tax_complete 
 
// This file have all sales including non-armlength 
// non-arm length sales are sales between family members 
 
eststo clear  
use tax_complete 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_5cities dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnln1 // Has the distance to all cities combined into one variable.  
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnln2 // Have distances to all major towns in Bureau County. 
drop if sale_acre >=  200000 
drop if year <= 1985 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_5cities dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
  100 
eststo lnln3 // Has the distance to all cities combined into one variable. But without high sale_acre and early (year) sale. 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnln4 // Have distances to all major towns in Bureau County. But without high sale_acre and early (year) 
esttab lnln? using lnln_5oct.csv, replace se r2 ar2 starlevels(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) 
 
save tax_complete_noarmlength, replace 
 
// This file only have armlength sales def. on all sales between same person.  
// A similar approach was used by Shultz and Taff 2004.  
 
clear all 
use tax_complete, clear  
 
eststo clear  
use tax_complete 
 
// Arm length sales, this drop list contains all sales between the same person, that may or may not be unique  
// please check the excel sheet: Arm lenght sales to see the names of the people that are of the same family 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
drop if merger ==  86 
drop if merger ==  126 
drop if merger ==  150 
drop if merger ==  581 
drop if merger ==  618 
drop if merger ==  697 
drop if merger ==  702 
drop if merger ==  774 
drop if merger ==  814 
drop if merger ==  826 
drop if merger ==  888 
drop if merger ==  927 
drop if merger ==  1075 
drop if merger ==  1230 
drop if merger ==  1358 
drop if merger ==  1395 
drop if merger ==  1420 
drop if merger ==  1606 
drop if merger ==  2070 
drop if merger ==  2506 
drop if merger ==  2703 
drop if merger ==  2983 
drop if merger ==  3043 
drop if merger ==  3044 
drop if merger ==  3101 
drop if merger ==  3125 
drop if merger ==  3256 
drop if merger ==  3516 
drop if merger ==  3524 
drop if merger ==  3592 
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drop if merger ==  4189 
drop if merger ==  4208 
drop if merger ==  4214 
drop if merger ==  4249 
drop if merger ==  4365 
drop if merger ==  4419 
drop if merger ==  4697 
drop if merger ==  4749 
drop if merger ==  4876 
drop if merger ==  4987 
drop if merger ==  5036 
drop if merger ==  5196 
drop if merger ==  5327 
drop if merger ==  5502 
drop if merger ==  5565 
drop if merger ==  5927 
drop if merger ==  6338 
drop if merger ==  6397 
drop if merger ==  6414 
drop if merger ==  6496 
drop if merger ==  6755 
drop if merger ==  6864 
drop if merger ==  6886 
drop if merger ==  6925 
drop if merger ==  7080 
drop if merger ==  7119 
drop if merger ==  7209 
drop if merger ==  7431 
drop if merger ==  7714 
drop if merger ==  7745 
drop if merger ==  7907 
drop if merger ==  8100 
drop if merger ==  8109 
drop if merger ==  8258 
 
// regression of all sales that are not between the same person (family memeber) 
 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_5cities dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnlnal1 // Has the distance to all cities combined into one variable.  
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnlnal2 // Have distances to all major towns in Bureau County. 
drop if sale_acre >=  200000 
drop if year <= 1985 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_5cities dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnlnal3 // Has the distance to all cities combined into one variable. But without high sale_acre and early (year) sale. 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnlnal4 // Have distances to all major towns in Bureau County. But without high sale_acre and early (year) 
esttab lnlnal? using lnlnal_5oct.csv, replace se r2 ar2 starlevels(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) 
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save tax_complete_armlength, replace 
 
// This file only have limited armlength sales def. as only one sale per person.  
 
clear all 
use tax_complete, clear  
 
eststo clear  
use tax_complete 
 
// Arm length sales, removes dublicates on merger - please check the excel sheet: Arm lenght sales 
 
duplicates drop merger, force 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_5cities dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnlnlial1 // Has the distance to all cities combined into one variable.  
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnlnlial2 // Have distances to all major towns in Bureau County. 
drop if sale_acre >=  200000 
drop if year <= 1985 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_5cities dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnlnlial3 // Has the distance to all cities combined into one variable. But without high sale_acre and early (year) sale. 
reg  logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5   
eststo lnlnlial4 // Have distances to all major towns in Bureau County. But without high sale_acre and early (year) 
esttab lnlnlial? using lnlnlial_5oct.csv, replace se r2 ar2 starlevels(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) 
 
save tax_complete_limitied_armlength, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 11.1                               //  
// Regressions of different specifications for of model, specified post defense     // 
// We specify three different models: log-lin, lin-lin, semi-log       // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
eststo clear 
use tax_complete_armlength  
// log-lin: hedonic1 
regress logsale_acre logall_pi_total dummy_crop logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue 
dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5 
eststo hedonic1 
// lin-lin: hedonic:2 
gen homesite_d_h = exp(loghomesite_d_h) 
regress sale_acre all_pi_total dummy_crop n_d_walnut n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
homesite_d_h total_acre year_s1-year_s5 
eststo hedonic2 
// semi-log: hedonic3 
regress logsale_acre all_pi_total dummy_crop n_d_walnut n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
homesite_d_h total_acre year_s1-year_s5 
eststo hedonic3 
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esttab hedonic? using hedonic_comparison.csv, replace se r2 ar2 starlevels(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 11.2                               //  
// Testing for heteroscadicity            // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// log-lin 
 
use tax_complete_armlength, clear  
regress logsale_acre logall_pi_total dummy_crop logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue 
dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5 
predict yhat 
predict r, residuals  
gen rsq = r*r 
scatter rsq yhat 
scatter rsq logsale_acre 
imtest, white 
estat hettest 
 
// correct for heteroscadicity  
 
use tax_complete_armlength, clear  
regress logsale_acre logall_pi_total dummy_crop logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue 
dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5, robust 
predict yhat 
predict r, residuals  
gen rsq = r*r 
scatter rsq yhat 
scatter rsq logsale_acre 
imtest, white 
 
// lin-lin 
 
use tax_complete_armlength, clear  
gen homesite_d_h = exp(loghomesite_d_h) 
regress sale_acre all_pi_total dummy_crop n_d_walnut n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
homesite_d_h total_acre year_s1-year_s5 
predict yhat 
predict r, residuals  
gen rsq = r*r 
scatter rsq yhat 
scatter rsq logsale_acre 
imtest, white 
estat hettest 
 
// correct for heteroscadicity  
 
use tax_complete_armlength, clear  
gen homesite_d_h = exp(loghomesite_d_h) 
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regress sale_acre all_pi_total dummy_crop n_d_walnut n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
homesite_d_h total_acre year_s1-year_s5 
predict yhat 
predict r, residuals  
gen rsq = r*r 
scatter rsq yhat 
scatter rsq logsale_acre 
imtest, white 
 
// semi-log 
 
use tax_complete_armlength, clear  
gen homesite_d_h = exp(loghomesite_d_h) 
regress logsale_acre all_pi_total dummy_crop n_d_walnut n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
homesite_d_h total_acre year_s1-year_s5 
predict yhat 
predict r, residuals  
gen rsq = r*r 
scatter rsq yhat 
scatter rsq logsale_acre 
imtest, white 
estat hettest 
 
// correct for heteroscadicity  
 
use tax_complete_armlength, clear  
gen homesite_d_h = exp(loghomesite_d_h) 
regress sale_acre all_pi_total dummy_crop n_d_walnut n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
homesite_d_h total_acre year_s1-year_s5 
predict yhat 
predict r, residuals  
gen rsq = r*r 
scatter rsq yhat 
scatter rsq logsale_acre 
imtest, white 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 11.3                               //  
// Regressions of different specifications for of model, specified post defense     // 
// We specify three different models: log-lin, lin-lin, semi-log       // 
// This model have robust se             // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
eststo clear 
use tax_complete_armlength  
// log-lin: hedonic1 
regress logsale_acre logall_pi_total dummy_crop logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue 
dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5, robust 
eststo robusthedonic1 
// lin-lin: hedonic:2 
gen homesite_d_h = exp(loghomesite_d_h) 
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regress sale_acre all_pi_total dummy_crop n_d_walnut n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
homesite_d_h total_acre year_s1-year_s5, robust 
eststo robusthedonic2 
// semi-log: hedonic3 
regress logsale_acre all_pi_total dummy_crop n_d_walnut n_d_spring_valley n_d_princeton n_d_ladd n_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home 
homesite_d_h total_acre year_s1-year_s5, robust 
eststo robusthedonic3 
 
esttab robusthedonic? using robusthedonic_comparison.csv, replace se r2 ar2 starlevels(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 12                              //  
// Generating section level data for variables to append        // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on Oct 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th 
// Generating section level data for variables to append 
// Building on tax_complete 
// Saved as tax_complete_append 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
 
// Generates an encoded version of sec_tw_rg named sec_tw_rg2 numbered from 1 to 880 
 
encode sec_tw_rg, generate(sec_tw_rg2) 
sort sec_tw_rg2 
 
// Generates fraction of parcels within each section that has a house 
 
bysort sec_tw_rg2: egen house_num_section = sum(dummy_home) 
bysort sec_tw_rg2: egen parcel_num_section = count(merger) 
bysort sec_tw_rg2: gen house_frac_section = house_num_section/parcel_num_section  
label variable house_num_section "Number of houses in a section" 
label variable parcel_num_section "Number of parcels in a section"  
label variable house_frac_section "Percentage of parcels in a section that has a house" 
 
// Replaces all mergers with a number that is 100,000 higher 
 
replace merger = merger + 100000 
 
// 110 out of 880 sections has a fraction of 0 and 1 parcel have 100 percent, all observations have a value. 
 
// Replaces the values for dummy_home with the fractions generated above (house_frac_section) 
 
replace dummy_home = house_frac_section 
 
// Add dummy variable for if in prediction sample 
 
gen dummy_predict = 1 
label variable dummy_predict "Dummy variable equal 1 if out of sample" 
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// Replaces year and year_s with 2011  
 
replace year = 2011 
replace year_s = 2011 
 
// Drops original splines and generates new ones 
 
drop year_s1 year_s2 year_s3 year_s4 year_s5 
mkspline year_s1 1990 year_s2 1996 year_s3 2002 year_s4 2008 year_s5 = year_s 
// Drop use2 and use3 
 
drop use2 use3 
 
// Saves the file that have to be appended as tax_complete_append 
 
save tax_complete_append, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 13                              //  
// Appending values for prediction to tax_complete         // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on Oct 16th 
// Appending values for prediction to tax_complete 
// Building on tax_complete 
// Saved as tax_complete_prediction 
 
use tax_complete, clear 
append using tax_complete_append 
replace dummy_predict = 0 if dummy_predict == . 
save tax_complete_prediction, replace 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// SECTION 14                               
 //  
// Regressing for merger less than 100000 and predicting price per acre for merger greater than 1000000  // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
// This part was writen on Oct 16th 
// Appending values for prediction to tax_complete 
// Building on tax_complete_prediction 
// Saved as tax_complete_prediction_1 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// All  areas with PI               // 
// This is the specification that we used to predict agricultural land values // 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
use tax_complete_prediction, clear  
 
// Drop all non-armlength sales and year/acre price outliers 
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// drop non-armlength sales from 0 - 815 
drop if merger == 86 | merger == 126 | merger == 150 | merger ==  581 | merger == 618 | merger == 697 | merger == 702 | merger == 774 
| merger == 814 
// drop non-armlength sales from 816 - 1606 
drop if merger == 826 | merger == 888 | merger == 927 | merger == 1075 | merger == 1230 | merger == 1358 | merger == 1395 | merger == 
1420 | merger == 1606 
// drop non-armlength sales from 1607 - 3256 
drop if merger == 2070 | merger == 2506 | merger == 2703 | merger == 2983 | merger == 3043 | merger == 3044 | merger == 3101 | merger 
== 3125 | merger == 3256 
// drop non-armlength sales from 3516 - 4419 
drop if merger == 3516 | merger == 3524 | merger == 3592 | merger == 4189 | merger == 4208 | merger == 4214 | merger == 4249 | merger 
== 4365 | merger == 4419 
// drop non-armlength sales from 4697 - 5565 
drop if merger == 4697 | merger == 4749 | merger == 4876 | merger == 4987 | merger == 5036 | merger == 5196 | merger == 5327 | merger 
== 5502 | merger == 5565 
// drop non-armlength sales from 5927 - 6925 
drop if merger == 5927 | merger == 6338 | merger == 6397 | merger == 6414 | merger == 6496 | merger == 6755 | merger == 6864 | merger 
== 6886 | merger == 6925 
// drop non-armlength sales from 7080 - 8258 
drop if merger == 7080 | merger == 7119 | merger == 7209 | merger == 7431 | merger == 7714 | merger == 7745 | merger == 7907 | merger 
== 8100 | merger == 8109 
drop if merger == 8258 
// drop outliers (early sales and high prices) 
drop if merger == 6319 
drop if merger == 7174  
 
// Regression/prediction model for all areas! Included is a dummy_crop which controls for areas that is in crop rotation.  
regress logsale_acre logall_pi_total dummy_crop logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue 
dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5 if dummy_predict == 0 
predict plogsale_acre if dummy_predict == 1 
save tax_complete_prediction_1, replace 
 
// Excludes the original data points and non relevant variables 
use tax_complete_prediction_1, clear 
keep if merger >= 100000 
keep merger section town range sec_tw_rg year total_acre logsale_acre logcrop_pi_total logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley 
logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5 plogsale_acre 
dummy_predict 
 
// Takes the anti-log of the predicted values 
gen psale_acre = exp(plogsale_acre) 
label variable psale_acre "Parcel level antilog fitted value" 
save tax_complete_prediction_2, replace 
 
// Counts the numbers of parcels (with positive sales prices) within a section - and asignes it to all observations (parcels) 
use tax_complete_prediction_2, clear 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen ps_num_section = count(merger) if psale_acre >= 1 
label variable ps_num_section "Numbers of parcels in each section that have positive sales prices" 
 
// Calculates the total acreage size of each section (with positive sales prices) 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen ps_acre_section = sum(total_acre) if psale_acre >= 1 
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label variable ps_acre_section "Total acreage within each section" 
 
// Assignes a weight of each parcel with in a section (with positive sales prices) 
bysort sec_tw_rg: gen ps_weight_section = total_acre/ps_acre_section if psale_acre >= 1 
label variable ps_weight_section "Weight of each parcel"  
 
// Calculates the average per acre price for every section 
bysort sec_tw_rg: gen ps_weight_price = ps_weight_section*psale_acre if psale_acre >= 1 
label variable ps_weight_price "Weight of each parcels sales price" 
bysort sec_tw_rg: egen avg_pprice_section = sum(ps_weight_price) if psale_acre >= 1 
label variable avg_pprice_section "Average predicted price per acre of each section" 
 
// Keeps positive section average prices and drops section duplicates 
keep if avg_pprice_section >= 1 
duplicates drop sec_tw_rg, force 
 
// Include an extra identifier, named section_id  
generate section_id = _n 
 
save results_crop, replace 
 
// Expoort data to csv file for the GIS map of predicted acre prices for the sections. 
 
outsheet section_id section town range sec_tw_rg dummy_home avg_pprice_section using predicted_prices_2011.csv, comma replace 
 
// Generate histogram of predicted acre prices per parcel - it is for 2011 values.  
 
set scheme s2mono // black and white 
 
hist avg_pprice_section, frequency title("Frequency of Predicted Prices") ytitle("Number of Sections") xtitle("Average predicted price 
($/acre)") legend(off) 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// All  areas with PI to table regression    // 
/////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
eststo clear  
use tax_complete_prediction, clear  
 
// Drop all non-armlength sales and year/acre price outliers 
// drop non-armlength sales from 0 - 815 
drop if merger == 86 | merger == 126 | merger == 150 | merger ==  581 | merger == 618 | merger == 697 | merger == 702 | merger == 774 
| merger == 814 
// drop non-armlength sales from 816 - 1606 
drop if merger == 826 | merger == 888 | merger == 927 | merger == 1075 | merger == 1230 | merger == 1358 | merger == 1395 | merger == 
1420 | merger == 1606 
// drop non-armlength sales from 1607 - 3256 
drop if merger == 2070 | merger == 2506 | merger == 2703 | merger == 2983 | merger == 3043 | merger == 3044 | merger == 3101 | merger 
== 3125 | merger == 3256 
// drop non-armlength sales from 3516 - 4419 
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drop if merger == 3516 | merger == 3524 | merger == 3592 | merger == 4189 | merger == 4208 | merger == 4214 | merger == 4249 | merger 
== 4365 | merger == 4419 
// drop non-armlength sales from 4697 - 5565 
drop if merger == 4697 | merger == 4749 | merger == 4876 | merger == 4987 | merger == 5036 | merger == 5196 | merger == 5327 | merger 
== 5502 | merger == 5565 
// drop non-armlength sales from 5927 - 6925 
drop if merger == 5927 | merger == 6338 | merger == 6397 | merger == 6414 | merger == 6496 | merger == 6755 | merger == 6864 | merger 
== 6886 | merger == 6925 
// drop non-armlength sales from 7080 - 8258 
drop if merger == 7080 | merger == 7119 | merger == 7209 | merger == 7431 | merger == 7714 | merger == 7745 | merger == 7907 | merger 
== 8100 | merger == 8109 
drop if merger == 8258 
// drop outliers (early sales and high prices) 
drop if merger == 6319 
drop if merger == 7174  
 
regress logsale_acre logall_pi_total dummy_crop logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue 
dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5 if dummy_predict == 0 
eststo final1 // final regression of pi for all values  
esttab final? using final_nov3.csv, replace se r2 ar2 starlevels(* 0.10 ** 0.05 *** 0.01) 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Scatterplot of predicted values of predicted and real sale per acre prices //  
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
use tax_complete_prediction, clear  
 
// Drop all non-armlength sales and year/acre price outliers 
// drop non-armlength sales from 0 - 815 
drop if merger == 86 | merger == 126 | merger == 150 | merger ==  581 | merger == 618 | merger == 697 | merger == 702 | merger == 774 
| merger == 814 
// drop non-armlength sales from 816 - 1606 
drop if merger == 826 | merger == 888 | merger == 927 | merger == 1075 | merger == 1230 | merger == 1358 | merger == 1395 | merger == 
1420 | merger == 1606 
// drop non-armlength sales from 1607 - 3256 
drop if merger == 2070 | merger == 2506 | merger == 2703 | merger == 2983 | merger == 3043 | merger == 3044 | merger == 3101 | merger 
== 3125 | merger == 3256 
// drop non-armlength sales from 3516 - 4419 
drop if merger == 3516 | merger == 3524 | merger == 3592 | merger == 4189 | merger == 4208 | merger == 4214 | merger == 4249 | merger 
== 4365 | merger == 4419 
// drop non-armlength sales from 4697 - 5565 
drop if merger == 4697 | merger == 4749 | merger == 4876 | merger == 4987 | merger == 5036 | merger == 5196 | merger == 5327 | merger 
== 5502 | merger == 5565 
// drop non-armlength sales from 5927 - 6925 
drop if merger == 5927 | merger == 6338 | merger == 6397 | merger == 6414 | merger == 6496 | merger == 6755 | merger == 6864 | merger 
== 6886 | merger == 6925 
// drop non-armlength sales from 7080 - 8258 
drop if merger == 7080 | merger == 7119 | merger == 7209 | merger == 7431 | merger == 7714 | merger == 7745 | merger == 7907 | merger 
== 8100 | merger == 8109 
drop if merger == 8258 
// drop outliers (early sales and high prices) 
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drop if merger == 6319 
drop if merger == 7174  
 
// Regression/prediction model limited to crop areas, i.e. logcrop_pi_total 
regress logsale_acre logall_pi_total dummy_crop logn_d_walnut logn_d_spring_valley logn_d_princeton logn_d_ladd logn_d_depue 
dummy_water dummy_home loghomesite_d_h logtotal_acre year_s1-year_s5 if dummy_predict == 0 
predict plogsale_acre if dummy_predict == 0 
label variable plogsale_acre "Ln(Predicted Price per Acre)" 
label variable logsale_acre "Ln(Real Sale Price per Acre)" 
gen psale_acre = exp(plogsale_acre) 
label variable psale_acre "Parcel level antilog fitted value" 
 
set scheme s2mono // black and white 
 
scatter logsale_acre plogsale_acre || scatteri 5 5 14 14, recast(line) title("Scatterplot of predicted and real prices ($/acre)") 
ytitle(Ln(Real Sale Price per Acre)) xtitle(ln(Predicted Price per Acre)) legend(off) 
scatter sale_acre psale_acre|| scatteri 0 0 80000 80000,  recast(line) title("Scatterplot of predicted and real prices ($/acre)") 
yscale(range(0 80000)) ytitle(Real Sale Price per Acre) xtitle(Predicted Price per Acre) xscale(range(0 80000)) legend(off) 
 
save tax_complete_prediction_scatter, replace 
 
hist avg_pprice_section, frequency title("Frequency of Predicted Prices") ytitle("Number of Sections") xtitle("Average predicted price 
($/acre)") legend(off) 
 
// for matlab scatter plots 
drop if psale_acre == . 
outsheet  sale_acre psale_acre logsale_acre plogsale_acre using predicted_real_sales.csv, comma replace 
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Appendix E: GAMS Code 
* Script of cost min meeting standard 
 
* Written by    Sahan D. and Adam Lentz 
* Started       May 22nd 2011 
* Last edited   June 23rd 2011 
 
* set optimality criteria 
Option OptCR = 0.00; 
 
* define variables 
* wetlands are 1-136, wastewater treatment plants are 137-151 
Sets W wetlands / 1*151 / 
     D data /cost, nutrient, ha, tp, id/ 
           ; 
 
* load data (can be found in file GAMSruns_postdefense) 
 
Table data_vals(W, D) the values for cost and nutrients 
           cost                nutrient             ha                   tp                  id 
1        1.167240E+05        5.736000E+03        1.650000E-01        8.580000E+01        3.180000E+02 
2        1.188909E+05        9.952800E+03        2.420000E-01        1.258400E+02        1.810000E+02 
3        1.206673E+05        1.089900E+04        3.850000E-01        2.002000E+02        4.470000E+02 
4        1.215554E+05        4.586400E+03        4.290000E-01        2.230800E+02        7.250000E+02 
5        1.216236E+05        1.361600E+04        4.400000E-01        2.288000E+02        6.800000E+02 
6        1.241849E+05        2.142400E+04        5.720000E-01        2.974400E+02        2.550000E+02 
7        1.245924E+05        2.393440E+04        6.160000E-01        3.203200E+02        2.730000E+02 
8        1.267618E+05        1.655120E+04        7.480000E-01        3.889600E+02        4.560000E+02 
9        1.270834E+05        2.181780E+04        5.610000E-01        2.917200E+02        3.600000E+01 
10        1.291911E+05        1.765640E+04        8.140000E-01        4.232800E+02        4.100000E+02 
11        1.293039E+05        3.139000E+04        8.030000E-01        4.175600E+02        2.870000E+02 
12        1.305722E+05        3.260600E+04        9.350000E-01        4.862000E+02        4.050000E+02 
13        1.309369E+05        3.270960E+04        8.470000E-01        4.404400E+02        3.370000E+02 
14        1.320117E+05        3.716200E+04        9.350000E-01        4.862000E+02        4.800000E+01 
15        1.331485E+05        1.027780E+04        6.490000E-01        3.374800E+02        8.570000E+02 
16        1.331570E+05        2.993960E+04        9.790000E-01        5.090800E+02        6.170000E+02 
17        1.334653E+05        1.406240E+04        9.680000E-01        5.033600E+02        3.000000E+02 
18        1.370911E+05        3.381240E+04        1.254000E+00        6.520800E+02        3.820000E+02 
19        1.373188E+05        4.566840E+04        1.254000E+00        6.520800E+02        2.050000E+02 
20        1.377202E+05        4.742080E+04        1.232000E+00        6.406400E+02        1.760000E+02 
21        1.377392E+05        4.491900E+04        1.155000E+00        6.006000E+02        5.670000E+02 
22        1.385100E+05        4.734700E+04        1.243000E+00        6.463600E+02        1.830000E+02 
23        1.389988E+05        4.846100E+04        1.265000E+00        6.578000E+02        2.620000E+02 
24        1.395704E+05        4.406400E+04        1.320000E+00        6.864000E+02        7.760000E+02 
25        1.395854E+05        3.102720E+04        1.408000E+00        7.321600E+02        6.340000E+02 
26        1.400856E+05        1.045280E+04        1.529000E+00        7.950800E+02        2.940000E+02 
27        1.400999E+05        5.017500E+04        1.375000E+00        7.150000E+02        5.420000E+02 
28        1.419556E+05        5.154800E+04        1.540000E+00        8.008000E+02        4.380000E+02 
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29        1.426447E+05        5.300100E+04        1.485000E+00        7.722000E+02        3.050000E+02 
30        1.431252E+05        5.561000E+04        1.474000E+00        7.664800E+02        3.120000E+02 
31        1.434344E+05        6.453740E+04        1.661000E+00        8.637200E+02        8.620000E+02 
32        1.437838E+05        3.714900E+04        1.595000E+00        8.294000E+02        4.150000E+02 
33        1.438753E+05        2.790000E+04        1.705000E+00        8.866000E+02        3.640000E+02 
34        1.439533E+05        5.773180E+04        1.507000E+00        7.836400E+02        3.080000E+02 
35        1.464657E+05        5.463360E+04        1.584000E+00        8.236800E+02        7.030000E+02 
36        1.469176E+05        6.399380E+04        1.793000E+00        9.323600E+02        4.280000E+02 
37        1.472697E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
38        1.475466E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
39        1.480154E+05        6.186480E+04        1.639000E+00        8.522800E+02        4.200000E+01 
40        1.482580E+05        5.964000E+04        1.540000E+00        8.008000E+02        7.110000E+02 
41        1.512955E+05        5.702400E+04        1.782000E+00        9.266400E+02        6.570000E+02 
42        1.554505E+05        7.581040E+04        2.123000E+00        1.103960E+03        6.700000E+01 
43        1.555919E+05        7.291200E+04        2.156000E+00        1.121120E+03        7.500000E+02 
44        1.570499E+05        7.777560E+04        2.167000E+00        1.126840E+03        5.240000E+02 
45        1.575048E+05        8.793960E+04        2.233000E+00        1.161160E+03        1.330000E+02 
46        1.575421E+05        3.751440E+04        2.156000E+00        1.121120E+03        1.440000E+02 
47        1.576787E+05        8.337040E+04        2.167000E+00        1.126840E+03        9.400000E+01 
48        1.630466E+05        6.178700E+04        2.255000E+00        1.172600E+03        7.100000E+02 
49        1.643838E+05        8.802840E+04        2.398000E+00        1.246960E+03        5.180000E+02 
50        1.646849E+05        1.001088E+05        2.607000E+00        1.355640E+03        1.800000E+02 
51        1.654940E+05        3.966820E+04        2.717000E+00        1.412840E+03        3.870000E+02 
52        1.657561E+05        4.230160E+04        2.783000E+00        1.447160E+03        1.210000E+02 
53        1.667732E+05        5.790720E+04        2.816000E+00        1.464320E+03        5.560000E+02 
54        1.671623E+05        8.924160E+04        2.739000E+00        1.424280E+03        4.510000E+02 
55        1.678179E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
56        1.682789E+05        5.967540E+04        2.827000E+00        1.470040E+03        7.240000E+02 
57        1.692630E+05        9.805900E+04        2.717000E+00        1.412840E+03        6.240000E+02 
58        1.751532E+05        9.427320E+04        2.838000E+00        1.475760E+03        4.610000E+02 
59        1.818811E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
60        1.819440E+05        1.052000E+05        2.893000E+00        1.504360E+03        6.870000E+02 
61        1.847652E+05        1.371664E+05        3.641000E+00        1.893320E+03        3.530000E+02 
62        1.907933E+05        1.498810E+05        3.905000E+00        2.030600E+03        2.010000E+02 
63        1.909054E+05        1.361424E+05        3.729000E+00        1.939080E+03        5.880000E+02 
64        1.928268E+05        1.355508E+05        4.158000E+00        2.162160E+03        5.120000E+02 
65        1.942354E+05        1.042526E+05        4.213000E+00        2.190760E+03        5.300000E+02 
66        1.949201E+05        1.713150E+05        4.455000E+00        2.316600E+03        4.740000E+02 
67        1.968593E+05        1.723064E+05        4.466000E+00        2.322320E+03        4.750000E+02 
68        1.990277E+05        1.280422E+05        4.477000E+00        2.328040E+03        6.590000E+02 
69        1.995685E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
70        2.000308E+05        1.492456E+05        4.466000E+00        2.322320E+03        5.000000E+02 
71        2.004457E+05        1.602888E+05        4.466000E+00        2.322320E+03        7.160000E+02 
72        2.008747E+05        1.437800E+05        3.850000E+00        2.002000E+03        1.560000E+02 
73        2.014737E+05        1.569456E+05        4.158000E+00        2.162160E+03        7.630000E+02 
74        2.020549E+05        1.584660E+05        4.235000E+00        2.202200E+03        3.700000E+02 
75        2.031828E+05        1.618710E+05        4.345000E+00        2.259400E+03        6.650000E+02 
76        2.037884E+05        1.610928E+05        4.356000E+00        2.265120E+03        7.820000E+02 
77        2.108872E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
78        2.293142E+05        2.038244E+05        5.434000E+00        2.825680E+03        3.060000E+02 
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79        2.300713E+05        2.198892E+05        5.654000E+00        2.940080E+03        2.260000E+02 
80        2.314366E+05        2.106416E+05        5.863000E+00        3.048760E+03        3.300000E+02 
81        2.319360E+05        1.363412E+05        6.182000E+00        3.214640E+03        2.680000E+02 
82        2.361699E+05        1.832570E+05        5.027000E+00        2.614040E+03        5.370000E+02 
83        2.520092E+05        2.840290E+05        7.249000E+00        3.769480E+03        6.710000E+02 
84        2.558337E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
85        2.720003E+05        2.165016E+05        6.468000E+00        3.363360E+03        7.310000E+02 
86        2.818789E+05        3.111190E+05        8.129000E+00        4.227080E+03        3.830000E+02 
87        2.863932E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
88        2.880965E+05        3.220276E+05        8.602000E+00        4.473040E+03        6.700000E+02 
89        3.065693E+05        3.452100E+05        1.017500E+01        5.291000E+03        8.150000E+02 
90        3.098395E+05        3.831760E+05        9.988000E+00        5.193760E+03        4.060000E+02 
91        3.280259E+05        3.379872E+05        1.065900E+01        5.542680E+03        3.940000E+02 
92        3.304852E+05        3.770980E+05        1.014200E+01        5.273840E+03        7.560000E+02 
93        3.310114E+05        3.738504E+05        1.016400E+01        5.285280E+03        1.060000E+02 
94        3.311350E+05        4.330552E+05        1.142900E+01        5.943080E+03        4.290000E+02 
95        3.354962E+05        4.158684E+05        1.092300E+01        5.679960E+03        2.820000E+02 
96        3.362084E+05        2.617780E+05        8.965000E+00        4.661800E+03        7.570000E+02 
97        3.395939E+05        3.773640E+05        1.172600E+01        6.097520E+03        3.690000E+02 
98        3.462251E+05        3.979906E+05        1.153900E+01        6.000280E+03        2.320000E+02 
99        3.525394E+05        2.797494E+05        9.933000E+00        5.165160E+03        8.330000E+02 
100        3.553873E+05        4.550274E+05        1.250700E+01        6.503640E+03        6.930000E+02 
101        3.597714E+05        4.683324E+05        1.263900E+01        6.572280E+03        6.480000E+02 
102        3.635241E+05        4.553664E+05        1.302400E+01        6.772480E+03        2.570000E+02 
103        3.723441E+05        4.799800E+05        1.281500E+01        6.663800E+03        1.290000E+02 
104        3.774026E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
105        3.893402E+05        5.077072E+05        1.394800E+01        7.252960E+03        2.800000E+02 
106        3.947421E+05        5.094072E+05        1.376100E+01        7.155720E+03        7.370000E+02 
107        3.985219E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
108        4.175624E+05        6.035958E+05        1.574100E+01        8.185320E+03        1.820000E+02 
109        4.195483E+05        5.165344E+05        1.398100E+01        7.270120E+03        8.630000E+02 
110        4.308369E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
111        4.316865E+05        6.305772E+05        1.695100E+01        8.814520E+03        2.830000E+02 
112        4.805358E+05        7.004122E+05        1.860100E+01        9.672520E+03        1.520000E+02 
113        5.144205E+05        7.139936E+05        1.918400E+01        9.975680E+03        7.640000E+02 
114        5.175682E+05        7.384026E+05        1.959100E+01        1.018732E+04        3.490000E+02 
115        5.330642E+05        7.347060E+05        2.356200E+01        1.225224E+04        3.920000E+02 
116        5.392042E+05        7.806392E+05        2.081200E+01        1.082224E+04        3.260000E+02 
117        5.398195E+05        7.988802E+05        2.154900E+01        1.120548E+04        5.450000E+02 
118        5.569328E+05        7.773108E+05        2.482700E+01        1.291004E+04        2.490000E+02 
119        5.732569E+05        8.894970E+05        2.425500E+01        1.261260E+04        8.650000E+02 
120        6.014442E+05        9.214742E+05        2.500300E+01        1.300156E+04        3.070000E+02 
121        6.030486E+05        8.606416E+05        2.302300E+01        1.197196E+04        4.890000E+02 
122        6.132769E+05        9.306558E+05        2.498100E+01        1.299012E+04        5.140000E+02 
123        6.244188E+05        1.011690E+06        2.747800E+01        1.428856E+04        2.080000E+02 
124        6.891747E+05        1.015459E+06        2.732400E+01        1.420848E+04        8.390000E+02 
125        6.902771E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00 
126        6.951578E+05        1.056182E+06        2.864400E+01        1.489488E+04        2.330000E+02 
127        7.692040E+05        1.202774E+06        3.287900E+01        1.709708E+04        2.580000E+02 
128        8.434898E+05        1.463285E+06        4.052400E+01        2.107248E+04        5.690000E+02 
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129        8.534124E+05        1.430086E+06        3.863200E+01        2.008864E+04        6.130000E+02 
130        8.752488E+05        1.293646E+06        3.577200E+01        1.860144E+04        4.240000E+02 
131        9.150939E+05        1.296041E+06        4.137100E+01        2.151292E+04        2.990000E+02 
132        9.381717E+05        1.496552E+06        4.121700E+01        2.143284E+04        7.520000E+02 
133        9.396611E+05        1.545627E+06        4.252600E+01        2.211352E+04        6.890000E+02 
134        9.399962E+05        1.658346E+06        4.629900E+01        2.407548E+04        8.280000E+02 
135        1.046573E+06        1.904466E+06        5.592400E+01        2.908048E+04        2.950000E+02 
136        1.145200E+06        1.863956E+06        5.333900E+01        2.773628E+04        1.950000E+02 
137        3.848246E+05        1.620245E+02        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.001000E+03 
138        4.570270E+05        5.751868E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.002000E+03 
139        4.337240E+05        4.050611E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.003000E+03 
140        4.337240E+05        4.050611E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.004000E+03 
141        4.024800E+05        1.620245E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.005000E+03 
142        6.749390E+06        3.435996E+05        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.006000E+03 
143        5.163864E+05        9.721467E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.007000E+03 
144        3.848246E+05        1.620245E+02        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.008000E+03 
145        3.867474E+05        3.240489E+02        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.009000E+03 
146        4.024800E+05        1.620245E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.010000E+03 
147        4.480056E+05        5.103770E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.011000E+03 
148        4.084415E+05        2.098217E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.012000E+03 
149        4.634499E+05        6.205537E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.013000E+03 
150        4.502441E+05        5.265795E+03        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.014000E+03 
151        7.139610E+05        2.025306E+04        0.000000E+00        0.000000E+00        1.015000E+03 
 
 
; 
 
Binary Variable Wetland(W) the seelction variable; 
 
Variable TC the total cost - the objective function value 
 
 
Equations Total_cost the total cost 
          Nutrient_Constraint   ensure minimum nutrient contraint is met 
                 ; 
 
Total_cost.. TC =e= SUM(W, SUM(D$(ORD(D)=1), Wetland(W)*data_vals(W,D) )); 
 
Nutrient_Constraint..    SUM(W, SUM(D$(ORD(D)=2), Wetland(W)*data_vals(W,D) )) =g= 409989.14  ; 
 
MODEL wetland_opt /All/; 
 
SOLVE wetland_opt minimizing TC USING MIP; 
 
DISPLAY Wetland.l 
 
scalar hectares, phosphorus, nitrogen, TC2, ID; 
 
loop(W, 
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if (wetland.l(W) = 1, ID = SUM(D$(ORD(D)=5), Wetland.l(W)*data_vals(W,D)); 
display ID; 
); 
); 
 
nitrogen = SUM(W, SUM(D$(ORD(D)=2), Wetland.l(W)*data_vals(W,D))); 
 
hectares = SUM(W, SUM(D$(ORD(D)=3), Wetland.l(W)*data_vals(W,D))); 
 
phosphorus = SUM(W, SUM(D$(ORD(D)=4), Wetland.l(W)*data_vals(W,D))); 
 
TC2 = SUM(W, SUM(D$(ORD(D)=1), Wetland.l(W)*data_vals(W,D))); 
 
DISPLAY nitrogen, phosphorus, hectares, TC2; 
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